BROADCAST TRUCKS
Technology behind the beauty

Special Report: Building IT video systems
Six-part series for video engineers

Digital audio workstations
New features and performance
The Bridge Router can hold all the electronics you'll need for a small console: I/O cards, mix engines, and DSP processors. Naturally it can also have automatic fail-over DSP and CPU cards to keep you on-air. You can expand the system with a simple cage-to-cage interconnect.

You can start with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote satellite cages — with everything interconnected via CAT5 or fiberoptic links.

But that's just the beginning: you can also add mix engine cards, interface to your automation system; you can choose from two different Wheatstone series control surfaces (D-5.1 or D-9), each specially configured for production room, on-air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D-9 is compact yet powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1 surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain. The console also provides extensive, rapid communication paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized faders and control setting storage and recall make show-to-show transitions fast, easy and accurate.

Wheatstone knows live audio. The C-5.1 is loaded with MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy-to-read displays. You'll have all the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout helps your operators work error-free, and it can handle and generate all the 5.1 content and simultaneous stereo capability any large or medium market station could need.

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com
If Only Everything In Broadcasting Could Work This Efficiently.

Here's a switch, turn complexity to simplicity in ingest-to-broadcast workflow. The Harris Resource Suite provides a complete set of integrated automation tools that deliver true productivity improvements. From process and asset management to workflow control and movement, the HRS tool set offers simple, intuitive resources to simplify management of the broadcast process. Through pre-defined business rules and links between traffic and master control, we make workflow smooth and seamless. And whether it's automating labor-intensive processes, originating live products outside of master control or seamlessly sharing assets throughout your enterprise, HRS helps to take your organization to higher levels of efficiency in the competitive broadcast environment. So turn on a whole new world of productivity with the Harris HRS.

For more information about the ever-efficient Harris Resource Suite, call 1-408-990-8200, or visit us on-line at www.broadcast.harris.com/automation.

www.broadcast.harris.com
This is technology you can touch.

AirSpeed™, a revolutionary new breed of broadcast video server, accelerates your I/O by providing immediate access to incoming feeds. Affordable, reliable AirSpeed systems scale easily and play to air within moments of editing the story – with an interface you already know how to use. Call your Avid broadcast sales manager today or visit www.avid.com/airspeed.
Be first. where it’s only news once.

From ingest to playout, nothing stands in the way of a great story.

To be a leader, you have to stay on top of the news, the competition, and the latest technology. That’s why Avid has become a leading choice of news organizations around the world for innovative editing, media asset management, networking, storage, and newsroom systems. Integrated, all-digital, end-to-end broadcast solutions from Avid continue to set the pace in versatility, reliability, and price/performance, so broadcasters can focus on today’s news – and not worry about tomorrow’s technology.

www.avid.com/broadcast
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Creative content is everything, which is why Canon has a portable lens selection that meets the needs of everyone. From SD to HD, tape to tapeless, studio to outdoor, Canon engineers a portable lens family having extremely high optical performance, broad optical flexibilities, and powerful digital empowerment. To capture attention-getting, high-impact video, creativity begins with "C"anon portable lenses.

Canon's e-series portable lenses feature highly useful control tools to customize digital functions.

Find out more at canonbroadcast.com
1-800-321-HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012)
HBO serves up secure, tapeless playout
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To The Power of Maxell

Tim McGuire

A champion of the arts, guardian of the creative spirit and head of three creative service companies, Tim McGuire is blown away by the power and performance of Maxell Professional Media. "Our clients demand the best and that is what Maxell delivers from product quality to customer service." That's why Tim's editorial boutique, Cutters, uses Maxell Digital Betacam for mastering, archiving and duplication. The Maxell line of Professional Media also includes HDCAM, DVCPROHD, D-5, MPEG-IMX, DVCPRO, Betacam SP, Betacam SX and DVD-R Plus Series. You can email Tim at tim@cutters.com. To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit maxell.com.
Wanted: Good HD audio engineer

While I'm not a regular sports fan, I've found myself surfing by the last few weeks of football games. What I've heard literally hurts my ears.

The one caveat to the following comment is that I'm getting reception via Time Warner Cable. So, it's possible (likely) its equipment could affect some aspects of the problem. However, because the results have been so across-the-board in terms of various HD programs and networks, I'm beginning to question the audio expertise of my fellow broadcast engineers.

As a regular Broadcast Engineering reader, you've probably seen photos and read the stories about some of the audio technology being installed in today's HD broadcast trucks. These trucks have about every audio goodie an engineer could want. There is probably a quarter-million dollars in just the audio console! Given all this technology, wouldn't you think it's possible to deliver a consistent level of quality in the audio feed of the typical HD football game?

Granted, today's audio feeds are a whole lot better than what we had two years ago. Back then, the audio in HD trucks was really just an afterthought. But come on! How hard is it to get the surround mics fed into the proper channels? Or, why hasn't the mixer done a mono check? If he had, perhaps someone would have noticed that the color man's mic is out of phase.

Although not all HD sporting events suffer from these types of problems, many still do. And, I'll admit that it is possible for downstream problems to occur that can ruin even the best mix — but a mic phase reversal isn't caused at the cable headend.

Another issue is the amount of surround sound used in the broadcasts. CBS typically has more surround than does FOX. While I like the sound of the CBS mix better, I'll leave the decision on the amount of surround to the creatives. However, one piece of free advice to FOX: If you won't decrease the amount of trashy graphics and the annoying noise used as you fly them in, please drop the audio level a bit. These A/V effects obscure and detract from both seeing the game and hearing the announcers. What's next? Adding an extra "swish" every time you switch between cameras?

The worst problem with today's HD audio feeds is inconsistent levels between the live feed and network or local station breaks. On the CBS and FOX feeds I examined last Sunday, both exhibited easily noticeable audio level shifts when the program switched between the game site back to network origination or between remote sites.

Granted, this is armchair quarterbacking, but it looks to me like the network MCR guys are improperly matching audio levels between the remotes and network commercial playout. The result is that we home viewers set our volume controls to enjoy the game, but then get blasted when the first monaural commercial comes along. How about adjusting dial norm on those encoders to help level out the differences? You've got the technology, so use it.

Next month: Is it my glasses or is that HD image fuzzy? Why can't HD camera operators FOCUS!?
Let the mouse do the work.

We’ve made our advanced Kaleido multi-image display processors even faster and easier to use.

You can now use a mouse across multiple displays for all the key functions, such as selecting a window for large scale viewing, instantly changing layouts, or for source selection on an upstream router.

As always, you’ll enjoy Kaleido’s high quality display and comprehensive monitoring capabilities, including Closed Captioning, Vchip, and external equipment status indication.

And all this is combined with the highest level of redundancy for mission critical applications.

So, for the smartest multi-image display monitoring, contact Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com
Selected file-sharing

Brad,

Our post-production facility has many networked computer-based editing and media management systems. In the administration of these bread-and-butter production systems, I have one hard-and-fast rule — no Internet connections. Oh, sure, we have lots of “connected” workstations, separated from the production workstations with physical space. Only “sneakernet” is used to transfer files between these two worlds. I had an Internet-connected DVD workstation that was destroyed by an e-mail virus a few years ago, which confirmed my policy. And, our office network has been attacked on numerous occasions, requiring us to implement some of the firewall and anti-virus techniques described in October’s issue.

I would like to see an article on ways to enable isolated networks to still share files with Internet-enabled networks, on a selective basis. For example, a client sends us a logo graphic file to use in a spot. We download it on the office network, dump it to a disk (or jump-drive or firewire drive or whatever) and connect that to the production network. How about a separate connection to that office network, with a way to temporarily enable a file-transfer connection, just for the amount of time needed to transfer the info? This, effectively, isolates the production system from the Internet, while still enabling us to be “connected” to the outside world.

Ed Fraticelli

Brad Gilmer responds:

There are several things you can do to “cautiously connect” your broadcast network to the Internet. At a high level, one approach would be to build two independent networks, one for the broadcast network and one for the business/Internet. You can then control what crosses over between the two networks based upon things like protocol, MAC address of the source or destination computer, or some other parameters.

Another thing you can do is use dual-homed hosts — servers with two NIC cards. You plug one NIC card into the broadcast network and one NIC card into the business/Internet network. The server can be configured to make its data available on both networks. Also, most servers can be configured to be a router, routing permitted traffic between the two networks. While you can use the server to do both jobs, I suggest you use the server to deliver its content to both networks, but use a separate router to control the traffic moving between the two networks.

Pixels

Dear Michael Robin,

I bought both of your books, but I’m struggling against the pixels. Are the pixels that you sample really displayable pixels, or just samples?

If they are samples, can you never reach more real display pixels than half the samples (Nyquist)?

Peter Tavenier

Holland RailConsult

Michael Robin responds:

If you are sampling an analog video signal, the horizontal resolution, (expressed in LPH) is equal to the maximum video frequency multiplied by the resolution factor. You can’t do better! The CCIR 601 maximum allowable frequency is 5.75MHz (lower than the 6.75 Nyquist frequency) so the resulting resolution, at best, is approximately 455LPH. If, on the other hand, you have a concatenation of conversions back and forth between analog and digital, as in a broadcasting studio, the end result cannot be better than what the resulting analog frequency response allows. This will definitely be lower than 5.75MHz.

If you are talking about samples, CCIR 601, 720 active horizontal samples equals 360 sinewaves during an active line, or a resulting frequency of 6.75MHz. So, because the maximum video frequency is 5.75MHz, we have no hope of ever displaying so many pixels on an active line. What we can hope to see is about 613 pixels per active line.

Bear in mind that we live in a mixed analog/digital world!
KayakDD™ Digital Production Switcher

With handling you'll love and a price you can afford, the Grass Valley® KayakDD digital production switcher offers superior image quality in a compact system with more power than any other 1 M/E switcher.

Leveraging many of the features found in our Kalypso™, Zodiak™ and XtenDD™ switchers, the KayakDD can handle everything from live studio and mobile productions to small corporate studios and editing applications.

With four keyers, two backgrounds, a utility bus, and up to four chroma keyers, the KayakDD switcher gives you more power in one M/E than any other switcher in its class. To create even higher levels of production value, the KayakDD switcher supports up to four transform engines for sophisticated digital video effects. Other options include a 4x4 second RAMRecorder™ for internal clip and still storage and RGB color correction—all packed into a compact 2RU frame. The intuitive 19” control panel, combined with our MaKe Macro™ editor, makes it easy to create complex sequences and trigger them with the push of a button.

Give it a run.

To learn more about the KayakDD digital switcher and what it can do, contact your local distributor or visit: www.thomsongrassvalley.com/kayak
Don't you just love the way Congress fixes things? Listening to the politicians, the pundits and the mass media, you'd think that our elected representatives have the unique ability to gather a sense of what best serves the public interest and then to codify this into legislation that will fix any problem. Of course, you'd be wrong.

Take campaign finance reform, for example. This legislation was supposed to close the door on soft money, which was being funneled through the political parties. We were told that it would help curtail the dramatic growth in spending on political campaigns. Just a few election cycles back, we crossed the billion-dollar threshold on spending for congressional and presidential races. In 2000, we passed the $2 billion milestone. In 2004, according to USA Today (see Web links), we passed the $3 billion milestone — actually $4 billion when all election costs are counted. This includes more than $400 million in soft money funneled through the 527 loophole. Guess it's back to the drawing board for campaign finance reform.

Ditto for telecommunications reform. Congress "fixed" it in 1996 with the most comprehensive overhaul of telecommunications regulations since the original Telecommunications Act was written in 1939. The 1996 act authorized the FCC to loan broadcasters a second channel for the transition to digital television. It also instructed the FCC to establish regulations for the DTV transition, including a schedule to assure the timely return of the analog spectrum — valuable spectrum that is to be used to enhance public-safety communications and to be auctioned for new telecommunications services when broadcasters are forced to give it back.

A resolution with no definition

It should come as no surprise that things did not work out as planned when Congress overhauled the Telecommunications Act in 1996. We've got tons of dark fiber in the ground, but the last mile is still copper. The attempt to open up local exchanges to create more local competition for traditional telephone and new high-speed data services failed. The cable industry has resisted attempts to unbundle the set-top boxes needed to access new digital TV services, and cable rates keep climbing faster than inflation rates. The politicians are no closer to getting the analog TV spectrum back from broadcasters than they were in 1996.

As expected, the cries to get the spectrum back are growing louder now that the election is over. The FCC has been working on a revised plan, acknowledging the reality that the analog spectrum will not be returned on Dec. 31, 2006 — the deadline they set in 1997 when they launched the DTV transition plan. It now appears, however, that the FCC is going to dump this one back in the lap of Congress, which has announced its intentions to look at telecommunications reform again, during the next session. Just for dramatic effect, Congress attached a "Sense of Congress" resolution to the
We’re speechless!

More than 95 broadcast and postproduction facilities worldwide have chosen the Dolby® LM100 Broadcast Loudness Meter with Dialogue Intelligence™ to accurately measure loudness variations between programs or television channels. By analyzing loudness only during the presence of speech, this unique tool objectively measures what viewers subjectively experience. Once loudness is measured, you can take steps to control it to make you and your viewers happy.

And now the LM100 has won an Emmy®! We appreciate the recognition. And we appreciate the overwhelming acceptance this innovative product has received from our customers.

For complete information on the Dolby LM100, please visit our Web page and click on the LM100 spotlight.

www.dolby.com/tvaudio
intelligence reform bill passed by the lame duck Congress in December. The resolution calls on broadcasters to meet the Dec. 31, 2006, deadline set by the FCC. Unfortunately, this resolution provides no definition as to how this is to happen; it does not enjoy the same force of law as the little rider they put on the Balanced Budget Act of 1997.

Just months after the FCC set the DTV transition schedule, those sensible folks in Congress "fixed" it. No broadcaster would be forced to return the analog channel until 85 percent of the homes in their market were capable of receiving the DTV signals of every broadcaster in the market. To be included in that 85 percent, the home would need to have at least one set with an off-air DTV tuner, or a digital multichannel service that carries the DTV signals of all of the broadcasters in that market.

Have our elected representatives lost their senses? Do they understand that they have the power to put the teeth back into the 2006 deadline by simply repealing the 85 percent rule that Congress passed in 1997? Of course they do. Do they have the resolve to do it? No way. They have another expensive election to pay for in 2006. **Two more years!**

There’s no reason to get too excited about DTV reform. Mark your calendars: Congress will pass another major telecommunications reform bill in the summer or fall of 2006. The next year-and-a-half will be marked by numerous Congressional hearings, while the FCC continues to interpret the divergent views of Congress and federal appeals courts on issues too numerous to enumerate here. For broadcasters, the top issues are:

- Digital must-carry of the entire 6MHz DTV program multiplex without downconversion.
- Ownership caps and media cross-ownership issues.
- Delaying FCC plans to allow spectrum sharing for low-power WiFi devices in the TV spectrum.
- Leveling the playing field with respect to indecency limits.
- Implementing the Broadcast Flag and limits on consumer video recording rights.
- The FCC may try to move on some of the issues listed above this year. A federal appeals court just ordered the FCC to explain why it has not issued its final rules on DTV carriage by cable systems. It is likely that whatever the FCC decides, it will face immediate
Panasonic DVCPRO P2 is the fastest news gathering system in the field — with rapid acquisition, virtually instant access, quick thumbnail clip selection and seamless package creation. P2 delivers faster* nonlinear editing, with one-step, full-resolution, direct editing on P2-compatible products from leading NLE companies, as well as free P2 viewer software that runs on virtually any laptop PC. With no moving parts, P2 is virtually impervious to environmental extremes of temperature, vibration, shock, and is rewritable up to 100,000 times. Faster is really better! 

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601. 

Panasonic ideas for life
legal challenges. Any move by the FCC will frame the key issues. But, ultimately, Congress will need to legislate a solution to address the issues raised by the courts.

**Lower courts have ruled in favor or new consumer digital technologies ranging from CD burners to portable MP3 players.**

In March, the Supreme Court will hear a controversial case to determine whether file-sharing software companies can be held legally responsible for copyright infringement on their networks. The case focuses on Morpheus and Grokster, each of which are popular peer-to-peer, file-swapping applications that are widely used to trade movies, music and software.

At the core of the case is an interpretation of the 20-year-old Sony-Betamax decision that made VCRs legal despite their ability to copy TV shows and movies. That decision set out rough guidelines under which devices used to make illegal copies of copyrighted material could be distrib-

uted without the manufacturer being responsible for the resulting piracy, as long as the product was also capable of "substantial non-infringing uses."

Based on this precedent, the lower courts have ruled in favor of new consumer digital technologies ranging from CD burners to portable MP3 players. In choosing to hear this case, the Supreme Court has opened the door to speculation that it might modify the personal recording rights established by the Sony-Betamax decision. Or the court could decide that file-sharing networks must block the sharing of copyrighted files in a manner that parallels the Broadcast Flag, which limits the ability of consumers to make and share copies of free-to-air digital TV broadcasts.

In December, Senator Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii) told the Honolulu Star-Bulletin that he and Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) will hold six meetings across the country to let the public weigh in on possible changes to the Telecommunications Act. As the
Faster in the field, faster at the station as well. DVCPRO P2 allows you to produce news faster. Need it really fast? Simply plug in and edit the story directly from the P2 cards in seconds! Need wider access? Ingest from P2 at full-resolution, either to the NLE workstation or the ingest server, as fast as the hard drives can write – up to 10X* real-time. Want to bring back the package? Pack the content on a card or leave P2 in the field and pack it in an off-the-shelf hard drive, at faster than real time. P2 is faster for transferring video and applying last-minute edits, so the story is finished faster. What's more, P2 offers a smooth migration to HD and offers expandable XML-based Metadata. Faster is really better!

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601.
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* Speed may vary depending on a station's total system configuration.
Monitor your transmitter with EFA-NET.

EFA-NET lets you monitor TV transmitter performance any time, any place.

EFA-NET is a unique software product for your R&S® EFA-53 that lets you monitor the performance of your digital broadcast transmitter remotely, from any device that will accept a networkable datastream — even an internet-enabled PDA.

You get full current and historical data, where you need it, when you need it. So after you go digital, go with EFA-NET.

In December, FREEVIEW, the free digital service that provides more than 30 free digital TV channels, broke into the top 10 of all DTV deployments in the world.

displays and will continue to show little interest in receiving HDTV off air. And broadcasters will continue to protect the NTSC “sacred cow” while they look for a business model that can survive the DTV transition. That business model should be obvious. It’s called free TV.

In December, FREEVIEW, the free multichannel successor to the failed On Digital subscription DTV broadcast service, broke into the top 10 of all DTV deployments in the world. The other nine are paid multichannel services including large cable systems in the U.S. and DBS systems around the world. About 25 percent of the FREEVIEW set-top receivers being sold are for second sets.

Unfortunately, the notion of free-to-air digital multichannel services has gained little traction with U.S. broadcasters. USDTV recently announced that it has 10,000 subscribers in three U.S. markets for its multichannel DTV subscription service, which costs $20/mo. At NAB2004, Emmis Communications announced that a coalition of 12 broadcast groups would work together to pool DTV spectrum to deliver a $25/mo. subscription service package to compete with USDTV. The coalition has invited other broadcasters to join, but the initiative has failed to gain traction with broadcast networks and groups.

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant at Pcube labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDVT Forum.

Send questions and comments to: cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant at Pcube labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDVT Forum.

Send questions and comments to: cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com
DVCPRO P2 is off to a fast start and Panasonic wants to thank the television stations across the country that have made P2 purchases. In addition, P2 keeps getting faster thanks to Panasonic’s P2 Alliance Partners. By making the conscious decision to partner with virtually all NLE system developers, P2 is evolving quickly and is supported by a wide range of applications. Discover what news professionals are finding out: the faster you get P2, the better.
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À la carte gets negative response

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

In late November the Media Bureau released its report detailing the few pros and (numerous) cons of an à la carte pricing model for cable and satellite (multichannel video program distribution, or MVPD) programming. Last May, members of the House and the Senate requested that the FCC weigh in on the potential for à la carte pricing in MVPD markets to reduce rates and increase viewer control over channel and content selection. In response, the bureau conducted a symposium and solicited public comments on the positives and negatives. As a result of its research, the bureau gave the model a less-than-warm reception.

According to the bureau, an à la carte model would not lower subscription costs or promote viewer choice. It concluded that the outcome of such a model would be an increase in the subscribers’ monthly bills, in addition to a dwindling supply of channels from which to choose.

The bureau’s thinking goes like this: Under an à la carte system, MVPD providers would have to implement a complicated new system for tracking and billing for millions of individualized, household-by-household program selections. This would cost more than continuing to offer the tiered programming bundles currently available, and the additional costs would be passed on to subscribers. Only those customers purchasing fewer than nine networks would actually see their cable or satellite bills reduced. The average MVPD subscriber, who regularly watches 17 channels, would get hit with a rate increase somewhere between 14 percent and 30 percent.

The bureau also concluded that the model would have a detrimental impact on the diversity of programming options. Under the system, networks would no longer be assured of inclusion in a basic programming tier, and many niche market providers would have to bump up marketing efforts in order to attract viewers. And, while these same special interest networks would thus be incurring (presumably) greater promotion costs, they would also likely be taking a corresponding hit in their advertising revenue. The loss of ad revenue, combined with increased marketing and operational costs, could drive many niche market networks out of business. This would reduce the options available to viewers. Some observers say that this is what has happened in Canada, which has an à la carte pricing model.

The bureau’s negative assessment of à la carte pricing extended to both a mandatory approach and a partial, voluntary one. The same cost increases would apply whether the model were mandated or introduced as an option alongside tiered programming. Either way, these cost increases would be passed on to subscribers.

Rather than focus on à la carte as the solution to high prices, the bureau recommended that Congress provide incentives for increased market competition. The bureau noted the emergence of USDTV as an alternative to cable and satellite and the entry of phone companies into the video marketplace (e.g., SBC/ Microsoft) as positive developments in this direction. With regard to viewer control over channel and content selection, it suggested that VOD technology and digital video recorders (e.g., TiVo), as well as the V-chip, ultimately offer better means to improving viewer control.

The bureau also addressed the practice of tying the acquisition of rights to a popular program network to the purchase and carriage of less popular program networks, say, for example, in the context of retransmission consent negotiations. Interestingly, it concluded that tying arrangements may well be counter to the public interest because they can lead to less-than-optimal use of channel capacity. However, the bureau ultimately punted, recognizing that Congress established the retransmission consent process, and that it might be imprudent for the bureau to conclude that the process is not working as intended.

With these considerations obviously in mind, the bureau also suggested that if there is a problem, it ought to be addressed in the context of antitrust laws.

Harry C. Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

Dateline

Feb. 1 is the deadline for TV, LPTV and TV translator stations in Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi to file their license renewal applications. Also on Feb. 1, TV stations in those states must file biennial ownership reports and EEO program reports and begin broadcasting their renewal post-filing announcements.

On Feb. 1, TV stations in Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee must begin broadcasting their pre-filing renewal announcements.
The Fastest Alternative in the World!

NEW EDITION

The new DV 15 Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any digital ENG camcorder. It is yet another example of Sachtler's proven quality being used to support the new generation of cameras. And with its central locking for immediate leg release, the new Hot Pod CF is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance-free pneumatic gas spring effortlessly lifts the camera over six feet high. So why wait? Optimize your equipment now with Sachtler!

www.sachtler.com
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set your ideas in motion!
The cathode ray tube (CRT), the display device used in most computer displays, video monitors, television receivers and oscilloscopes, was invented by German scientist Karl Ferdinand Braun in 1897. It features a phosphor-coated screen that emits a visible light when struck by a beam of electrons emitted by a heated cathode. The electrons are concentrated into a beam, and this beam is deflected by a magnetic field to scan the viewing end (anode), which is lined with phosphorescent material. When the electrons hit this material, light is emitted.

In a television CRT, the entire area of the tube is scanned in a fixed pattern called a raster. A picture is created by the video signal modulating the intensity of the electron beam. In modern television sets, the beam is scanned with a magnetic field applied to the neck of the tube by a magnetic yoke, a set of coils driven by electronic circuits. Color CRTs use three different materials that specifically emit green, blue and red light closely packed together in strips (in aperture grille designs) or clusters (in shadow mask CRTs). There are three electron guns, one for each color, and each gun can reach the dots of only one color.

**The transfer characteristic**

In the early days of television, it was discovered that CRTs do not produce a light intensity that is proportional to the input voltage. The relationship between the video signal and the CRT-generated light (the transfer function) is nonlinear and is usually described as a power law:

\[ \text{Light intensity} = \text{Volts}^{\gamma} \]

Gamma (\(\gamma\)) has a value of 2.8 (PAL and SECAM) or 2.2 (NTSC). The transfer function is commonly referred to as gamma curve. It is caused by electrostatic effects inside the electron gun.

Because most sensors used in television cameras produce output voltages proportional to the scene light intensity, a correction for CRT gamma must be applied somewhere in the system. Figure 1 on page 26 shows how a nonlinear CRT display is compensated by a pre-correction of the original signal. In this drawing, the input and the output are both scaled to the range of 0 to 1, with 0 representing black and 1 representing maximum white (or red, etc.).

Historically, the gamma correction is effected in the camera. This has a positive effect on visibility of the transmission-generated noise in the reproduced picture. This is due to the fact that the human eye is more sensitive to noise in the dark areas, where the gamma behavior of the CRT reduces its visibility. Essentially, the gamma pre-correction acts as a "pre-emphasis" compensating the "de-emphasis" effect of the CRT. In a color television camera, the green, blue and red signals are pre-distorted to match the reference characteristic of the CRT as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
G_{\text{transmit}} &= G_{\text{pickup}}^{1/\gamma} = E'_G \\
B_{\text{transmit}} &= B_{\text{pickup}}^{1/\gamma} = E'_B \\
R_{\text{transmit}} &= R_{\text{pickup}}^{1/\gamma} = E'_R
\end{align*}
\]

E' is the conventional symbol of a gamma-corrected video signal.

Early cameras using tubes were notoriously unstable. In a multicamera studio, each camera had to be optimized using a gray-scale backlit test-picture source. After each camera was optimized, the cameras had to be matched to produce identical signals.
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Transition to Digital

These camera adjustments used to take a long time, and it was usual to let them heat up and achieve constant temperature. It was not unusual for the cameras to be switched on in the morning and adjusted at 12.00 for the evening news show. The gamma compensation was marginal at best, but that's all that the technology had to offer at the time.

Contemporary methods

The appearance on the market of solid-state cameras resulted in more stable and predictable performance and the possibility of an improved CRT gamma pre-correction. The ANSI/ SMPTE 170M-1994 Standard (SDTV) and ITU-R BT.709 Standard (HDTV) reflect this situation by redefining the CRT electro-optical characteristic and the compensating opto-electronic characteristic of the reference camera.

The CRT electro-optical transfer characteristic is divided into two regions identified as follows:

- The region where \( V_r \) varies between 0.0812 and 1. In this region, the CRT transfer characteristic is expressed as:
  \[
  L_T = \left( \frac{V_r + 0.99}{1.099} \right) / 1.099
  \]

- The region where \( L_T \) varies between 0 and 0.0812. In this region, the CRT transfer function is expressed as:
  \[
  L_T = \frac{V_r}{4.5}
  \]

where:

\( V_r \) is the video signal level driving the reference CRT reproducer normalized to the system reference white.

\( L_T \) is the light output from the reference reproducer, normalized to the system reference white.

\( \gamma = 2.2 \)

While superior to earlier standards, there still remains a nonlinearity problem in the region of near-black because the CRT curve cannot be perfectly compensated. This has a main effect of the crushing of detail near black (e.g., shadows) and the reduction of saturation of dark colors. These effects are commonly referred to as "the video look."

Depending on the camera design, the gamma correction may be fixed, variable or missing altogether, e.g., in inexpensive consumer products. Various cameras available on the market offer the operator an additional transfer characteristic control called the "knee." The knee function is used to overcome clipping problems by attenuating or compressing highlights that might otherwise overload the...
system. Essentially, the transfer characteristic follows the prescribed curve up to a "knee break-point." Above that level, the gain is considerably reduced.

Depending on the camera design, the knee curve function operates before or after the gamma-correction. Thus, it may be curved or flat. Used by an astute operator, the gamma and the knee controls may be used to create the elusive "film look." Try to standardize this!

Plasma and LCD displays

Unlike CRT displays, plasma and LCD displays feature a linear transfer characteristic. Early uses of plasma and LCD displays were with laptop computers. With rare exceptions, such as computers used in editing suites, their linear transfer characteristic was ignored.

However, the side-by-side display of the same television picture on a plasma and CRT display revealed that the CRT displayed correct blacks, while plasma displays were unable to display true blacks, turning them into grays. The availability of large plasma displays for home use forced the manufacturers to consider the problem, and they came out with a handy remote-selected black level rendition left to the choice of the user. This function, when selected, forces a non-linear transfer curve on the plasma display, making its response similar to that of a CRT. Leaving the choice in the hands of the viewer brings back memories of the "hue control," which, when left in the hands of an inexperienced viewer, all but ensured the display of people with green faces.

In a few years, plasma displays will replace aging CRT-display television sets. Given the large quantity of television archives encoded with gamma pre-correction, we are faced with an incompatibility problem that cannot be ignored. Neither the removal of the gamma pre-correction in cameras nor modifying the response of plasma display offers an ideal solution. Suggestions anyone?
“We wanted to stay on the forefront of HD, but being a public station made it difficult,” says Connecticut Public Television’s VP of broadcast operations, Haig Papasian. The answer was a Sony HD Select system. “Sony was very helpful. They’re not in just one area of the television business. They’re in all of it. Sony and our system integrator worked very well together to help us. I’ve never met a bunch of more agreeable, willing-to-work-for-you guys.”

Jay Whitsett, vice president of programming, agrees. “Some products at NAB are just vaporware. Not so with the Sony gear. When we did shootouts, we’d bring in a variety of vendors but Sony always came out on top. And I will ditto that on the service part, which has been excellent. They bend over backwards.”

If your own HD challenges extend beyond the box, go with a total HD solution from the company best qualified to provide it. An HD Select system from Sony.

To learn more about the HD Select Program and to find out how you can download five free songs, VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/HDSELECT1 OR CALL YOUR SONY REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.
“Our HD Select system provides us the tools to make HD work, end to end.”

— Haig Papasian, Connecticut Public TV
Networking tutorial, part 1

BY BRAD GILMER

Frequently, all that is required to establish a connection to the Internet is to plug a cable into an available Ethernet jack and turn it on. After a few minutes, the computer is fully configured and ready to go. As with many things, however, there is a lot going on behind the scenes.

For the purpose of this discussion, let's assume you are plugging the computer into a corporate LAN connected to the Internet. Let's further assume that the corporate LAN uses private IP addressing as described in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Request for Comment (RFC) 1918 (available at www.rfcs.org). Given this information, you know that the network is likely to be in the range of 10.xxx.xxx.xxx, 172.16.xxx.xxx, or 192.168.xxx.xxx. You could just try some addresses and see if you can establish a connection. There are several problems with this method. First, you might never find the right network address range. Second, if you pick an IP address out of thin air, you could pick an address that has already been allocated to someone else. When this happens, both computers stop talking, with potentially catastrophic results.

What is needed is a system that coordinates the assignment of IP addresses on the network. Ideally, it would allow computers to obtain IP addresses automatically. The system should allow for both fixed IP addresses and dynamically assigned IP addresses. This is exactly what Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) does. (DHCP is more fully described in RFC 2131.)

If you have your network configuration set to obtain an IP address automatically, when your computer is connected to a network it begins a series of exchanges with a DHCP server. The server's task is to assign IP addresses according to a predetermined plan established by the administrator of the network.

I used a packet-sniffing tool (Ethereal) to capture an Ethernet conversation between a computer on the network and a DHCP server. (See Figure 1.) The conversation between the DHCP client (the computer requesting an IP address) and the DHCP server (the computer responsible for assigning IP addresses) follows a specific pattern. First, the client sends out a broadcast message asking DHCP servers to reply with an offer of an IP address. This is a DHCP Discover message. The DHCP standard allows multiple servers to reply with an offer. The Discover message can contain suggestions to the servers for an IP address and other IP parameters. Note that this is only a suggestion.

The second step in the process is for DHCP servers to respond to the Discover message with an Offer message. The Offer message contains, among other things, the IP address and the domain name server address the DHCP server is offering. It also contains a lease period. The lease period is an important part of the assignment process.

Imagine that you are a user with a laptop coming to a facility for a meeting. You plug in your computer and obtain an IP address for the local network via DHCP. When the meeting is over, you leave the facility and never return. It would be a big problem if the DHCP server reserved that IP address forever. The solution to the problem is simple — the DHCP server "leases" you an IP address for a specific period of time. Once the lease expires, the IP address becomes available for others to use. If you are a permanent network user, your computer periodically renews its lease.

During the third step in the DHCP negotiation process, the client sends a DHCP Request message back to the DHCP server requesting a specific IP address. The request also includes something called the server identifier (usually the IP address of the DHCP server) as a check to confirm that the request is being made of the correct DHCP server. (More than one DHCP server can offer an address to the client.)

In the fourth and final step, the DHCP server sends a DHCP ACK message, acknowledging the IP address assignment. Figure 2 illustrates the complete negotiation process.

The DHCP process uses a protocol called BOOTP. This protocol was based upon Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP), which was one of the first attempts to allocate
network addresses dynamically. BOOTP (DHCP) rides upon User Datagram Protocol (UDP). As a result, delivery of DHCP messages is not guaranteed. In Figure 1, the source address of the client is 0.0.0.0. This is because the client does not have an IP address yet. However, it does have a Media Access Control (MAC) address that uniquely identifies the client computer. The source and destination MAC addresses are sent with every DHCP message. This allows computers on the network to determine who sent the message and where it is intended to go. Messages targeted at the DHCP server are sent as broadcast messages with the special address of 255.255.255.255. Any messages with this destination address are intended to be read by all network devices. More than one DHCP server could respond to a DHCP Discover message, so these messages should be sent to everyone. Once the DHCP ACK message has been sent, the client may begin using the assigned IP address.

There are two ways that a DHCP address can be put back into the pool. One way is for the lease to expire. The other way is for the client to send a Release message to the DHCP server. The last line of Figure 1 shows that the client is now using the address it was assigned (192.168.1.101). The client sends the Release message to 192.168.1.1, which is the address of the DHCP server. The client saved this address when it received the DHCP ACK message.

Once you have obtained an IP address on an internal network, you may still have problems accessing the Internet. Many corporations have firewall rules that limit the type of traffic permitted to be exchanged between the Internet and computers within their facilities. There are many other things that can be done with DHCP servers. If you would like to learn more, I encourage you to read the DHCP RFC (RFC 2131). A search for "DHCP tutorial" on your favorite Web search engine will yield many resources as well.

Brad Gilmer is executive director of the AAF Association, executive director of the Video Services Forum, and president of Gilmer & Associates.

Send questions and comments to: brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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At a time when convergence seems to be the operative notion in the digital domain, the digital audio workstation (DAW) market has experienced a significant divergence — split between a hardware- and software-based approach. While last October's AES revealed that the software component has become more pervasive, the show displayed a wealth of both types of systems.

A bit of context is useful. The last two years produced a slew of acquisitions by major brand names of audio software programs:

- Adobe purchased Syntrillium.
- Pinnacle Systems acquired Steinberg Media Technologies.
- Sony Pictures DTV purchased Sonic Foundry.
- Apple acquired Emagic.

With a hardware-based system, mixers only have to do a major systems upgrade about every six years.

The interface is the consistent point of contention in the software versus hardware debate. Hardware-based systems have a familiar, dependable operator interface. If you're doing a relatively limited set of tasks, such as mixing sound for a sitcom, a hardware system works well. It dedicates movements for every task, which makes the process incredibly simple and allows you to focus on the task at hand, not on pull-down menus and mouse moves. Mixers who use hardware-based systems don't need a lot of upgrades.

But software-based systems residing on host computers perform better in another way that is critical for contemporary facility operations. Computers connect more easily to internal network systems like LANs, making it easier to move work around and through facilities, and to connect to increasingly large SFX and other audio databases. It's also easier to burn nonlinear media such as CDs and DVDs, which act as backup media for software-based systems.

This underscores another critical difference between the two domains. The software-based DAW is increasingly diffused with what has become a universe of third-party plug-in processors in which hardware-based systems simply can't participate. Like anything to do with digital, it's a double-edged sword.

Roy Latham, a mixer who has done much work on long-form animated projects, says he transitioned to Pro Tools primarily for the wide variety of plug-ins, many of which mimic the operation of vintage (and expensive) hardware-based processors. But he acknowledges that managing the myriad bundles of plug-ins can become a career in and of itself.

But third-party development is extending well beyond DSP plug-ins. The more complex operational aspects of Pro Tools can be integrated with QuickKeys software and a Kensington four-button TurboMouse.

The case can be made strongly for hardware- or software-based DAWs. The more specific the task and the more it keeps its operations within certain parameters like mixing, the better the hardware-based approach might be. When post projects require a lot of flexibility, or there is a constant need for multiple signal processors, the software approach seems to come out ahead.

Surprisingly, it might be a perceptual criterion that ultimately makes the decision for some users. Mixers say that clients have come to expect the use of Pro Tools.

Latham says that it is a standard of sorts, and that expectation has tended to push the entire software-based array of systems. He adds that software systems do crash, which is something that his Fairlight rarely did. But you build that into your work-flow. He said that when he gets a crash, he just goes to lunch while it reboots.

Dan Daley is a journalist and author who covers business and pro audio technology.

Software-based interfaces are becoming an industry standard for audio production, making upgrades easier. Pro Tools photo courtesy of Digidesign.
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As the industry leaders migrate to tapeless, they’re utilizing Sony’s XDCAM™ Professional Disc™ system. After all, Professional Disc media is the only nonlinear media you can afford to use in acquisition, postproduction, program exchange and archiving. The XDCAM system also has proven interoperability with all the popular NLEs and servers, plus proven appeal with over 3,500 XDCAM products already delivered worldwide.

And now Sony offers the new 24PsF progressive scan option card, plus we will soon deliver the PDW-D1 XDCAM drive, which plugs directly into your compatible PC via the i.LINK® interface.

So make the move to the XDCAM Professional Disc system. And find yourself in very good company.

Get your FREE DVD on the XDCAM system at www.sony.com/XDCAM
LPTV and translator worries

BY DON MARKLEY

Since DTV's infancy, many operators of translator systems or LPTV stations have worried about their ability to continue operating. Western state operators who routinely depend on large networks of translators to serve small valley markets are particularly worried.

New ATV operation requirements have exacerbated translator operators' problems. David Hershberger of Axcera, LLC has discussed these new problems at length in technical papers presented at NAB conferences and other meetings. Visit www.axcera.com or contact Mr. Hershberger directly at dhershberger@axcera.com. The company has done a significant amount of work in this area and offers numerous solutions.

Timing is everything

The problem with single- or multiple-frequency translator networks lies with the timing signals. ATV modulators require the synchronization information that is included in the trellis code. But facility transmitters remove the trellis-code data before transmitting the signal, depriving translators of the timing data. The solution is to modify the SMPTE310 data stream. The translators are designed to cadence sync using information contained in the distributed transmission packets to synchronize their symbols, timing and pilot frequencies. GPS receivers at each translator location obtain the timing reference. Basically, for two-channel systems, the main transmitter sends out both the main signal and the SMPTE310M signal to the translators. The translators then operate sharing the same channel. The ability of standard consumer receivers to handle multipath makes the whole thing work. When a receiver obtains more than one signal, it simply treats them as multipath. Fifth-generation decoders announced last spring can handle multipath signals equal in strength to the primary signal.

The FCC finally came out with a Report and Order establishing the new rules for translators and LPTV stations. The entire document is available on the commission's Web site. Search for MB Docket No. 03-185, and you'll get all 120+ pages.

In plain English

For a great overview of many of the main issues covered by this FCC document, the law firm Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth, P.L.C. publishes a Memorandum to Clients. You can obtain that document by visiting the firm's Web site at www.fhhlaw.com. The document is unusually clear and easy to understand. Even engineers can understand it. What's more, the authors have sneaked some humor into it — most unlawyer-like. The October issue (No 04-10) is quite helpful for deciphering some of the LPTV issues. Most importantly, it reveals that existing analog translators
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Transmission & Distribution

Transmission & Distribution can rebroadcast converted DTV signals in an analog format. Conversely, digital translators can receive analog signals and transmit them in a digital format. It seems that the commission feels that this policy will get the most signals to the greatest number of people.

The new rules also contain all the normal stuff like power levels, interference prediction and masks. Here, Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth accept the fact that they, as lawyers, don't understand this technical stuff — a rare and gracious admission.

**Coping with changing rules**

Because many translators operate outside of the core channels, many operators have expressed concern about their ability to continue operating. But the new FCC rules make it quite clear that they can continue, at least for the time being. The commission's main requirement is that translators must not interfere with primary facilities. Many of those channels have already been sold, and the commission expects all LPTV stations now on channels 60 through 69 to move to other channels by the time full DTV conversion takes place. That conversion is scheduled to occur between 2006 and 2009.

The commission has stated that a digital transmitter can retransmit over the same channel on which it receives. This brings up the distributed-network problems discussed earlier. Without discussing the legal problems involved in authorizations, the on-channel DTV operation does seem to be the same as an on-channel booster. But, as before, the timing signals rear their ugly heads. The question here is whether the primary station will agree to transmit the 310M signal to give everyone the necessary timing signals. The commission hasn’t completed the full rules for DTS operation, but it’s working on them. I’ve been told that this isn’t a real problem and can be resolved in a reasonable fashion.

To allay the fears of the Class A crowd, the commission will allow existing Class A LPTV stations to “flash cut” to DTV without losing their protected status. An interesting term, “flash cut.” It gives you the impression that a giant arc of electricity will appear, a deep voice will shout “Shazam!” and your station will be operating in DTV. The giant arc does sometimes occur, but it’s usually just a transmission-line center conductor vaporizing. We’ll talk a bit more about the actual technical rules in a future issue.

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and Associates, Peoria, IL.

Send questions and comments to: don_markley@primediabusiness.com
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Since the HBO Communications Center was built in 1983 as a distribution center working out of a futuristic, custom-designed site, the Home Box Office (HBO) network has always forged new technological ground. That's because its business model demanded it: Over the years, the company has experienced incredible growth, expanding from four channels to a bi-coastal network of 28 standard-definition and four high-definition channels and on-demand distribution.

With such a large responsibility, the facility has to remain operational 24 hours a day, while providing responsiveness to industry change. In this case, 99.99 percent reliability is not good enough: HBO strives for 99.999 percent, which equates to no more than five minutes of downtime, per channel, per year.

When the network chose the technology that serves as the heart of the network's playout systems, it selected established players in both the broadcast and computer industries. This combination provides a high degree of system reliability and technology innovation.

The network considered moving to a server-based model back in the mid-1990s, as its tape-based systems began to reach their seventh year of online usage, but the cost of storage was prohibitive.

When the time came to move from tape formats in SD and HD to a tapeless distribution system, HBO chose Grass Valley Profile XP Media Platform servers, Grass Valley Storage...
An operator monitors HBO's 32 internal channels on Barco VGA monitors, Panasonic plasma displays and Vivaldi monitor display hardware in the master control suite of the HBO Communications Center.

Area Network (SAN) systems and Venus routers from Thomson, combined with Sun Microsystems 6800 mid-level series servers and Hitachi 9980 storage systems.

**Systems must be online 24 hours a day**

The HBO Communications Center is a study in the tight integration of traditional broadcast and forward-looking, computer industry systems now available to support network operations.

The facility is protected by redundant power distribution that can keep it up and running for 18 days without outside fuel refills. During the massive East Coast blackout in 2003, for example, the facility continued to operate uninterrupted.

Beginning in 2002, HBO has so far transitioned eight of its channels to the new Sun-Thomson solution. The plan is to have the remaining channels playing from this architecture next year. When complete, HBO will move the same amount of content from the Sun architecture to six Grass Valley PVS 1100 Profile XP Media Platform servers as approximately 75
Digital Betacam VTRs. HBO online storage starts with redundant Sun 6800 mid-level servers, on two separate floors, holding 50TB of storage each. The storage, provided by Hitachi, equals about 5000 hours, or one year’s worth of content. Files are moved between storage arrays at 350MB/s.

These systems are linked to two Grass Valley Open SAN systems, consisting of two Profile servers each that serve the on-air channels directly. Each feature file is encoded as an MPEG-2 file and stored on hot-swappable Ciprico 146GB drive arrays.

Each SAN system is dedicated to four HBO channels, holding about four days’ worth of content. Ensuring reliability, one SAN system serves as a backup to the other. Content is moved from the Sun server to the Grass Valley Profile servers via FTP file transfer at about 30Mb/s, with burst rates slightly higher. As a particular feature is readied for air, two copies are stored on the Profile servers about one day before the feature is to air. This process ensures that the content will air at the predetermined time because the servers work in tandem. There is no human intervention as the FTP process moves about 1TB of data per server per day.

HBO wrote custom Java-based applications that enable the Profile servers to automatically duplicate a file and maintain replication after quality control. Written to be compatible with Thomson’s Grass Valley ContentShare software inside the Profile servers, the programs were recognized by the Java community with a special Enterprise Design award. The award was presented by Sun CEO Scott McNeely personally to HBO last year. As a final disaster-recovery option, HBO intends to create a third copy of a file and send it to the network’s production facility in New York City, 50 miles away.

In addition to an advanced server infrastructure, the HBO facility includes a main master control (MC) suite and three control rooms. The MC suite monitors a total of 32 channels internally and is equipped with a full wall of Barco VGA monitors.
Two Sun Microsystems 6800 series mid-level servers, located on separate floors for redundancy, provide offline storage for approximately one year’s worth of content. Content moves between storage arrays at 350MB/s.

**Tiered storage**

HBO is developing a multi-tiered storage infrastructure using Java-based software that directs the content into two tiers. Tier 1 serves as online storage — content that’s to be used immediately — while Tier 2 storage is used basically as an archive.

For incoming satellite feeds, ingest areas and remote trucks

**Video Processing Frame Syncs:**

- 7500 - HD SDI I/O
- 8400 - SD SDI I/O
- 8500 - SD SDI and Analog I/O

The Signal Acquisition Solution series works for you in SD and HD, supporting digital and analog signals. And for handling embedded audio, AES or analog audio, there are options for 4 channel or 8 channel audio processing.

These modules cleanly accept hot switched digital inputs and if there is a loss of input, the module will freeze or mute to black.

The new Express Panel gives you control over all module parameters and has dedicated knobs for proc adjustments.
Custom Java applications automatically encode incoming files and quickly distribute them to the proper channel — reducing the chance of human error.

Most features now come into the facility on a Digital Betacam cassette, but the network is quickly moving toward a true file-to-file conversion approach that, in the future, will eliminate the use of videotape completely. As files are ingested into the system, approximately 15 Java applications help handle the material and reduce human error. Incoming files are automatically encoded and distributed to the proper channel within minutes. Interestingly, once a feature has reached its end-of-play cycle, it is not archived at all. When the feature's licensing agreement window has expired, a new file is overwritten on the drive to replace it.

On-demand distribution
All distribution of on-demand content comes from the HBO Communications Center in Hauppauge, NY, from which HBO distributes approximately 150 to 200 hours of content to cable systems across the United States. HBO has been working with encoding manufacturers and automation providers — as well as developing its own applications — to employ electronic workflow processes that will better support the growth expected in HBO's on-demand service.

The HBO facility amounts to the hbo's digital SAN systems has developed in electronic architectures that increase and allow HBO to put safeguards in place to ensure mission-critical distribution.

Design team
HBO:
Bob Zitter, exec. VP, CTO
Charles Cataldo, sr. VP, broadcast op./eng.
Elmer Musser, Jr., VP, broadcast eng.
Kenneth Chin, TD, broadcast eng.

Equipment list
Barco:
CRT-based VGA monitors
Vivaldi monitors
Chyron Maxine CG
Ciprico 146GB drive arrays
Thomson:
Grass Valley Profile XP Media Platform servers
Grass Valley OpenSAN systems
Grass Valley Venus routers
Hitachi 9980 storage systems
New Point Technology alarms
Panasonic plasma displays
Sun Microsystems 6800 mid-level series servers
On Air with System 5-B

System 5-B has been designed to simplify the process of broadcast audio mixing. With an easy to learn surface and powerful control features, such as a built-in 768x768 digital router, the System 5 is the perfect choice for studio or remote based audio applications.

Digital Audio for Broadcast

Be Sure

www.euphonix.com
For mobile system integrators, 2004 was an exciting year. Vendors carefully tested out HD for several months. Today, many have fully embraced it. Sure, HD is still more expensive than other formats, but are there any other options in this digital age? The TV production industry's continuing migration to all digital, specifically HD, has not been lost on the remote truck business. Some would say that the industry is, in fact, being driven by this business. It's more than a trend; it's a landslide. In large-scale sports and entertainment production, HD has clearly emerged as the format of choice and a competitive necessity. If you don't have an HD unit (or several) in your fleet soon, you're going to be left behind.
This virtual monitor wall, which was recently completed for Lyon Video in a large truck, saved 30in of floor space and about 1000lb.

rather quickly. But remote truck designers must still incorporate some NTSC into the vehicle design. For the most part, NTSC has assumed a monitoring function in today’s large-scale remote vehicles. One practical application of NTSC monitoring is long-haul feeds where the cable distance within an arena may exceed the distance limitations of digital video over coax (although fiber-optic cable is also always an option). New trucks may also need NTSC video or SDI-601 digital video to provide feeds to the outside world, such as the local arena where the remote truck is parked. These signals may also serve as feeds to and from older trucks, which may need to share cameras on a multi-truck remote. This situation will probably continue for several years until all venues have upgraded to digital.

A truck operator might argue that the arenas and other trucks should have the appropriate conversion gear to use his or her pristine HD signals. But, practically speaking, the operator must provide all signals in all formats. Today, virtually all A- and B-grade production vehicles use SDI or HD signals. Like dinosaurs, analog trucks will become extinct, probably fairly soon. But, even when this occurs, NTSC in an HD truck will still find some limited utility, such as in local-area feeds as mentioned above, possibly satellite transmission, and perhaps the inevitable VHS copies of the show. The truck operator may still be called upon to provide all formats for some years to come.

Most, if not all, professional production equipment can now produce video in the majority of the various HD flavors. A discussion of these various formats is beyond the scope of this article. It’s sufficient to say that it didn’t take long for manufacturers to build obsolescence protection into their equipment. And, to me, it seems fairly obvious that this has been one of the driving factors in the current migration to HD production vehicles.

It would be difficult to justify a multimillion-dollar expense for a specific HD format truck if, even as it were being built, clients were demanding a different HD format for their production needs. This single difficulty was likely the reason that the last couple of years were rather sparse in large-scale remote vehicle construction. Manufacturers have responded well with multistandard equipment, enabling truck operators to put together a truck with a lifespan measured in years instead of months.

**Intelligent terminal equipment**

It takes little more than the flip of a switch (or the click of a mouse) to convert cameras, switchers, etc., from 1080i to 720p or to any other HD format. Manufacturers offer intelligent terminal equipment that can switch just as easily; some are even auto-sensing. Need cropped downconverted outputs? No problem. Just click the mouse. How about letterbox? Same answer. If you are an information junkie, your DA can now tell you every parameter of every input and output on the card. Wow! Talk about information overload.

**Formats**

The primary video flow in trucks is now purely digital. And, within the digital domain, many of today’s trucks use HD as the primary signal path. They use SDI-601 mostly as a monitoring layer or, in trucks with multiple routers, to route it to the onboard SDI legacy gear. NTSC usage in new production vehicles is dwindling...
Technologies like smart DAs, IP-enabled monitoring devices and networked card cages are now fully implemented in remote trucks. Couple this with the almost complete implementation of programmable production equipment, and your truck has now taken on the role of being little more than a rolling computer with chairs and the occasional human-interface device. It is technically feasible for an engineer in San Francisco to set up a truck on-site anywhere in the country—perhaps even from a laptop computer in an airport or hotel room. What is perhaps even more useful to the mobile production industry is that an engineering specialist located at a desk somewhere can dial into any part of a truck and perform advanced troubleshooting or reconfiguration in near real time.

Of course, an even more obvious benefit of this IP and computer power is the ability to virtually set up a truck simply by loading a file or a set of files from the truck's server. Now you can set up an entire show from a computer keyboard, or restore a previous show from disk, and do it in minutes instead of hours.

These features are powerful. But along with such power comes some risk. Make sure that your IP-enabled truck is secure from the sinister forces that seem to lurk around every corner in the Internet universe. It is entirely possible for the casual tourist to hack into your truck and, for example, start switching cameras for his or her own amusement, right in the middle of a show. The system operator would be well-advised to keep all critical IP communications that exist within the truck inside the truck. Even so, don't overlook the various sources of possible trouble presumed to be on the safe side of your firewall. Theoretically, someone could insert an infected switcher, DVE or Chyron disk and either unknowingly or maliciously unleash any sort of horror that can plague any computer system. Careful network security design is crucial in today's facilities. Make sure to restrict the outside world's access to the truck's critical network paths.

**Monitoring**

Trucks are enjoying (perhaps, more accurately, have enjoyed) a migration from tube monitors to various forms of flat-panel monitors. The two flat-panel types most commonly used in trucks today are LCD and plasma panels. Recent design advances in flat-panel technology have all but eliminated the need for tube monitors (with the possible exception of the video operator position and, in some cases, the EIC). Future generations of flat-panel displays will doubtless improve enough to eliminate these last few holdouts. Several recent truck designs employ LCD monitors for video shading, with good results. Flat panels still can't quite match a tube monitor's colorimetry accuracy, so a truck may need at least one tube monitor. But, as the flat panels improve further, the QC station tube monitor will likely fade into history. And, before too long, home viewers will all be watching shows on the same flat panels that now serve in trucks.

**Production monitoring**

The maturity of multi-screen display engines, combined with advances in large flat-panel display technology, has enabled completely virtual monitor walls in today's remote units. A monitor wall consisting of multiple 50in plasma or LCD panels and a screen-splitting system is an impressive sight. It also saves approximately 1000lb and up to 4ft of floor space compared to the same size wall built with discrete tube monitors. One recently completed large truck project took full advantage of this space savings. The designers incorporated an entire second production room into the truck with no apparent loss of floor space. This raises many interesting possibilities for the future of truck design.

The virtual wall introduces a further benefit: All tally and operator information can be on-screen. Want UMD displays? No problem. It's all virtual; just type and click it into existence. Resize your monitors at will, with or without tally and UMD for each virtual screen. Mix 16:9 with 4:3 images. Dedicate one entire 50in monitor to program video. As the saying goes, “Have it your way.”

You can also display clocks, count-down and even audio levels in one or multiple locations on your virtual monitor wall. And you can save your show setup on disk for the next time. Have a few default-monitor setups ready for your most anticipated monitor layouts, and you'll have the truck up and running at a remote location in no time. Setting up the production room becomes as easy as a couple of computer clicks.

**Scopes versus rasterizers**

Traditional tube-type monitoring for waveform and vector display is also giving way to flat-panel technology. The new display device may take the form of a traditional instrument that looks like a waveform monitor but replaces the tube with a built-in flat-panel display. Or it may take the form of a

![Flat-screen implementation allowed this entire second production room to fit within the standard large-truck footprint of Mira Mobile's recently completed unit.](image-url)
PESA understands mobile video production. This is proven by our commitment to offer one of the most flexible routing switchers in the world. The Cheetah SD/HD multi-rate digital routing switcher is the perfect solution for mobile truck applications. When size matters, the Cheetah is your answer. When flexibility is a concern, the Cheetah flexes. Features include an optional 10-bit D to A output card capable of supporting legacy analog equipment and our new HD to SDI output conversion card providing the greatest cost and space-saving solution ever. When the road to success depends on the right equipment, Cheetah is your next right turn.

ADDED mobility with the new Cheetah

For More Information On These and Other Products Visit WWW.PESA.COM

- ANALOG AND SD/HD DIGITAL VIDEO
- SIZES FROM 64x64 UP TO 512x512
- NEW ADVANCED 3500PRO CONTROL
- OPTIONAL 10-BIT D TO A OUTPUT CARD
- OPTIONAL HD TO SDI CONVERSION OUTPUT CARD
rack-mount box of electronics coupled with a display device, generally an LCD monitor. Packaging this instrument to fit in a traditional waveform slot allows a more traditional approach to waveform monitoring while taking full advantage of the benefits of flat-panel displays.

As flat panels become the accepted standard for QC stations such as video and transmission, the standalone rasterizer coupled to a 15in, 17in or larger LCD or plasma display will become a powerful tool. The video monitor may also be the waveform monitor, and the display could be placed anywhere in the monitor screen. Where space is a critical concern, you can locate the rasterizer's electronics off-axis from your viewing area (or anywhere in the truck, depending on the operator's need for access to the display controls). Actually, because the rasterizer is an IP-enabled device, it offers numerous remote-control options. The operational requirements will dictate how designers engineer these devices into a particular truck. Having worked as a video engineer, I like the concept of the waveform monitor integrated directly into the shading monitor. With this configuration, the operator need not take his eyes off the show to see the waveform displays. This same technology can apply to the audio system for monitoring purposes. The main program video monitor in the audio room can be a flat-panel LCD with a rasterizer display of truly bewildering capability.

**An interesting future**

The remote broadcast industry finally is seeing the benefits of recent technical advances. Technical solutions that have been in the works for several months have produced many exciting implementations this year.

This video shading area uses a multi-display rasterizer for video QC monitoring.

The promises of yesterday are rapidly becoming the realities of today. It's safe to say that the new generation of large-scale remote trucks will continue to evolve as the technology improves. But, eventually, someone must pay for all these new toys. Fortunately, the price of this equipment is dropping. We seem to have reached a point at which the truck operator can justify the additional expense of the new technology. The future will be interesting, indeed.

Barry Bennett is a truck system integrator at Bennett Systems in Sunbury, OH.

---

**Nobody Does HD Better**

Only Marshall Electronics offers a full line of High Definition TFT-LCD displays for broadcast applications. Featuring leading edge of display technology, each model is completely digital and has a 16:9 wide screen calibrated to SMPTE/ITU standards for Gamma and Color Temperature. Each model is designed to withstand the rigors of the field required for OB-Van, ENG, or Fly Pack systems.

- **V-R65P-HD**
  - Our portable V-R65P-HD is used by hundreds of Cinematographers, DPs' and Broadcasters around the world.

- **V-R171P-HD**
  - Weighing less than 15 pounds, our new 17 inch V-R171P-HD comes ready to rack mount or use on the desktop and offers all the features required for production like aspect markers, blue gun, safe area and center reticule, and pixel to pixel display. All digital and analog video production formats plus WXGA computer signals are accepted by the V-R171P-HD as a standard feature plus all adjustments and selections are accessed on board or via an optional remote control.

- **V-R653P-HDSDI**
  - Our new V-R653P-HDSDI is the world's first triple wide screen High Definition monitor set for rack mount installation. Like all of our high definition models, the totally digital design of the V-R653P-HDSDI accepts all HDSDI or SDI signals and frame rates, including 720P at 50 or 60 fps and 1080 24P. Crisp 1.2 megapixel TFT-LCD screens on the V-R653P-HDSDI have the highest resolution and widest viewing angles available.

- **V-R72P-2HD**
  - With two TFT-LCD screens, the digital displays of our V-R72P-2HD accept all HDSDI or SDI video formats and signals on each high contrast 1.2 megapixel display. Analog inputs for Composite, Y/C or high definition YPbPr are converted to 10 bit digital using our precision LSI with exacting algorithms for color space conversion and signal conversion.

Marshall

Tel.: 800-800-5508 • Fax: 310-333-0688
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King of Processors

X75™ HD
Up/Down/Cross Converter, Synchronizer...and More

Synchronization
Processing Amplifiers
Up/Down/Cross Conversion
Aspect Ratio Conversion
Metadata Transparency
Noise Reduction
Logos

Standard Definition
Embedded Audio
Fiber Interface
Analog
Web Server
NTSC/PAL-M/PAL/SECAM
Dolby E/AC-3 decompression

High Definition
Multi-Channel Audio
AES/EBU
Digital
DVI-D and DV
Streaming
1080/720p

Up/Down/Cross Conversion with Synchronization Starts With eXtra Processing Power

Master Your Move to HD with the X75 HD
www.leitch.com/X75
The Right Choice for Transitioning to HDTV

Combining HD frame sync video and audio processing capabilities and up/down/cross conversion, all in a space saving 1RU package, the X75HD is the definitive all in one solution for broadcasters making the transition to HDTV.

More Than Just a Synchronizer

- Up/Down/Cross Conversion with AV Synchronizer
- Audio Embedder/De-Embedder for SDI and HD-SDI
- Bi-Directional Standard/High-Definition Converter
- Analog Video Processor with Auto-Switch Time Base Corrector
- Logo Generator Inserter with SD memory card
- Integrated optional Dolby E/AC-3 decompression
- Video Processing Amplifiers
- VITS Inserter and Closed Captioning transcoder
- Video and Audio Test Signal Generators
- Digital Noise Reducer with Digital Bandwidth Filtering Option
- Audio Limiter Option
- DV (IEEE 1394) Converter Option
- Auto-sensing, multi-standard device (PAL-B/PAL-M/NTSC/SECAM/NTSC) for worldwide use
- Redundant Power Supplies

More Functionality with Less Equipment

With capabilities that far exceed a high-definition processing synchronizer, the X75HD allows broadcasters to do more with less equipment. Video processing features include level/color control; 3D adaptive color decoding; noise reduction; frame synchronization and time base correction for nonsynchronous signals; and up, cross, and down-conversion with aspect ratio conversion for hybrid standard and high-definition facilities.

The X75HD's 16 channels of internal audio processing include level control, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion, and embedding and de-embedding for both SDI and HD-SDI serial digital signals for interfacing any audio signal in a professional environment. Integrated Dolby® decimation and voice-over brings even more functionality.

Infinitely Flexible I/O

The exceptionally flexible X75HD is able to up, down and cross-convert from up to seven input video formats — more than any similar product currently on the market — to almost any output video format. In addition, the X75HD features auto-detected inputs with auto-changeover and user-selectable alarms for reduced downtime.

Providing separate connections for all video input and output formats, the X75HD allows for convenient front panel selection between multiple input devices — all of which may be connected simultaneously. Video input formats include HDTV optical fiber, HD-SDI, SDI, DV, composite video, component analog video (Betacam®) and Y/C (SVHS/Hi-8). Ten outputs of the same signals are provided, as well as streaming video and audio over Ethernet, RGB, DVI-D, and PAL-B/PAL-M/SECAM/NTSC composite video output.

Exceptional Signal Quality

Full 10-bit processing for digital video is used for up, down and cross-conversions using a motion-adaptive de-interlacing technology. Included composite analog video outputs for PAL-B and NTSC are 12-bit wideband digital over-sampled for ultra-flat frequency response and exceptional signal-to-noise performance. The optional analog composite input offers 12-bit processing with the highest performance 3D adaptive comb filtering available in the market.

With the optional Digital Noise Reduction feature, convenient front panel controls permit adjustments for both spatial and temporal noise reduction. In addition, the Digital Bandwidth Filtering feature offers 2D filtering with separate horizontal and vertical bandwidth adjustments, providing entropy reduction prior to encoding or MPEG pre-processing applications.
Effortless Control
Control and monitoring of signals passing through the X75HD is enabled using IP over Ethernet, and instant operator control from the local or remote control panels allows for easy manipulation of video and audio signals. Using two Ethernet ports per unit (one for control, monitoring and video thumbnails, and one for video and audio streaming) makes PC control and monitoring over large networks entirely manageable.

A built-in Web Server and optional SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) are industry standard means of controlling and monitoring the X75HD over Ethernet. Leitch’s CCS Command and Control System Pilot and Navigator software further enhance the remote control aspects of the X75HD for any application.

Limitless Applications
Expanding video processing to include “anything in” to “everything out” and simultaneous up and down-conversions, Leitch’s new X75HD is equally suited for use in analog, digital, or high-definition hybrid facilities.

The X75HD provides a simple solution for even the most complex applications. For production and editing, the X75HD provides conversion to and from any signal type for HDTV productions. In news environments, it can time base correct any tape format — analog, digital or HDTV. For broadcast, the X75HD can perform up-conversion for HD output, down-conversion for monitoring/logging, and cross-conversion for programs that are recorded in other than the native format for the station. As a switcher, the X75HD can switch between SD and HD inputs with clean and quiet outputs with voiceover. In mobile environments, the X75HD’s fast operator controls provide automatic input select to the proper HD output format, making the X75HD an easy choice for live events.

M-PATH™ Multiple Path Processing Supports Bi-Directional Processing
Leitch’s exclusive M-PATH™ feature provides multiple directional connectivity between analog, digital and high-definition tape transports or routing systems. Enabling simultaneous converter and frame synchronizer operation, M-PATH mode routes HDTV optical fiber or HD-SDI and converts and synchronizes directly to the SDTV analog and SDI video outputs, which feed the inputs of analog composite and component and digital tape machines and routing systems. The analog or digital outputs of tape machines or routing systems can be simultaneously connected to one of the synchronizer’s SDTV analog or digital inputs where it can be processed and output via the HDTV optical fiber and HD-SDI port. Audio signals are handled in a similar fashion, with eight channels of processing in each direction. Analog (two stereo pairs), AES/EBU (five inputs and five outputs) and embedded HD-SDI and SDI audio are also supported.

M-PATH — Simultaneous UP and DOWN Conversion Example

Simulcast — Switching Between SD/HD with SD and HD Output

Compressed/Embedded Audio — Audio Processing for Discrete Embedded and Compressed Audio

Dolby-E or AC-3 Encoder
Leitch Technology is a 34-year global leader in the design and distribution of high-performance video systems for the professional television industry. Leitch offers products and systems that enable operations of any size to streamline workflow, achieving a truly Integrated Content Environment for content production, processing, transmission, management and test and measurement. With a sole focus on and commitment to the television industry, Leitch provides unparalleled customer support.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233
USA East +1 (800) 231 9673
USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Latin America and Caribbean +1 (305) 512 0045

Europe +44 (0) 1344 446000
France +33 (0) 1 42 87 09 09
Italy +39 02 3655 3450

Hong Kong +852 2776 0628
China +86 10 6808 6301
Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631

Videotek +1 (800) 800 5719
A division of Leitch +1 (610) 327 2292

Please visit www.leitch.com/X75 for more information.
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Within the past few years, information technology (IT) equipment and software have become critical components in broadcast systems. Like information systems (IS), IT has its roots in management information systems (MIS). This technology, which was once just a computer in accounting, has become pervasive in content creation, distribution and delivery.

Products in today's broadcast systems are almost 100 percent digital. There is great commonality between the products in computer and communications systems and the products in modern broadcast systems. It doesn't take rocket science to build one; you can do it with the same basic knowledge, practices and skills that engineers use to build traditional broadcast systems.

This article is the first of six articles on using IT in broadcast and production environments. The objective of the series is to acquaint engineers and technical managers with IT and show them how they can use it in broadcast engineering and technical operations. The series will cover local network equipment, storage, cabling, inter-facility networks and testing of systems used to create, distribute and deliver content.

Building a system

Digital technology allows broadcasters to create virtual channels and to compress content to fit within a transmission channel's capacity. These two characteristics impact picture quality and sound fidelity. Knowing what is required at the reception point, the
The Eclipse digital matrix intercom gives you amazing flexibility and responsiveness by combining a powerful communications platform with a highly intuitive interface and configuration program.

Just choose a station and the image appears on your PC screen. Select labels, drag and drop on the desired keys, and save your configuration. Up to 4 full-system configurations can be stored in the Eclipse frame for rapid changes.

Other Eclipse benefits include:
- Amazing port density—36 ports in 1-RU
- Intelligent linking among Eclipse systems
- Excellent audio with 24-bit sampling
- LAN or Internet access to system frames
- Built-in redundancy for fail-safe use

Eclipse. News made easy.
Building IT systems

Building IT systems task becomes defining the parameters for an entire system. On a conceptual level, building an IT system is no different than building a broadcast system. The differences are in the functions, capabilities and limitations of hardware, software and applications hosted on the system. If you are a successful broadcast-system builder, you can handle IT systems. Where appropriate, you can capitalize appropriation, capital-spending

Figure 1. Building an IT system from start to finish involves different levels of risk along the way.

The level and content of detail required varies. Expensive projects require a lot of detail and evidence convincing of its value. This phase is considered complete when management signs off on the proposal. This means that the finance and accounting departments recognize the commitment and direction of management and operate accordingly. It also means that the engineering, purchasing and other departments can take the required action to complete the proposed project.

Designing the system

The most effective and efficient design starts when someone proposes the project. Even if your organization currently operates similar systems, a certain amount of design must be

integrate it with network services to reduce operating cost while creating new revenue.

Keep in mind three rules of thumb. First, the sole reason someone builds an IT system is because he believes it will make money. Second, great ideas turn into money only after someone builds something. Third, the most important aspect of successfully building a system is risk management. Figure 1 shows the process of building an IT system from start to finish, and the level of risk the builder encounters during the process.

Building a system from start to finish is carried out in two phases: planning and design, followed by construction or implementation. The typical approach to new projects involves working with finance and program planning or news to create a plan, often called a capital appropriation, capital-spending

request or something similar. Most organizations have a project-

Figure 2. The effort needed to document a project from concept to completion varies with the project’s size and complexity and changes as the project progresses.

Figure 3. This high-level block diagram shows the architecture of a DTV system and where the proposed project fits within that architecture.
This game is too big for an internal DVE.

Dveous/MX  

The big games demand Dveous/MX. This new machine is a higher definition of the industry-standard. More power. More functionality. More ways to deliver superior picture quality for news, sports, specials, concerts and more.

Best of all, you get SD and HD in one box. With the same intuitive user interface. So when you're ready to work in high definition, there's no learning curve. Your Dveous/MX is totally future-proof.

Thinking about an internal DVE? Then go to www.accom.com for a free copy of DVE Smackdown — a powerful report comparing Dveous/MX to internal DVEs. You'll see why Dveous/MX is in a league of its own.
Broadcasters Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL
their Fiber Optic Needs.

ADDER and ADDER II
Whether you need analog audio, AES, intercom
or even A-D and D-A signal conversion, there
is an Adder system ready to handle any audio
challenge. Up to 256 channels per fiber, at 24-bit
resolution, with optical redundancy for quiet,
reliable sound.

SHED/HDX and COBRA
For Triax and hybrid cabled cameras, we have
solutions to liberate you from your heavy copper.
SHEDs eliminate your costly hybrid cables on HD
cameras, while Cobras replace triax on HD or SD
camera systems...with ten times the distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER
For 14 years the Viper and Sidewinder have sup-
ported ENG/SNG applications around the globe.
The reel-mounted Sidewinder and Viper Mussel
Shell are immediately familiar as the workhorse
systems that have proven themselves in the most
extreme conditions...day in and day out.

VIPER II
With small "throw down" modules that can be
converted to rack mount, the VIPER II is an expand-
able system that grows with your facility.
Modules range from video/audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV, for incredible flexibility using
simple building blocks.

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Our camera-mounted CopperHead makes light
work of a wide range of applications, from
news coverage to digital cinematography.
Turn your ENG camera into a remote production
camera, and avoid the cumbersome, expensive
trax backs and base stations.

DIAMONDBACK II
Picking up where its predecessor left off, the
DBI now offers 8 channels of broadcast-
quality NTSC/PAL video on each wavelength.
With optional audio and CWDM technology a
huge backbone can be implemented on a
single optical core.

Save time on your event production schedule. On a single
lightweight cable we support all your broadcast signals from
the field and the booth to the truck. From Telecast, the leader
in fiber for television broadcast production.

(508) 754-4858
www.telecast-fiber.com

undertaken before costs can be estimated and a budget pre-
pared. Properly documented, this work can dovetail with
construction, test and operational plans.

Documenting the system
How many times have you been asked to fix a problem,
only to find out that the documentation for the system or
component is insufficient, incorrect, out of date or nonex-
istent? Someone once said that the difference between crafts-
manship and engineering is documentation. Moving from
a bright idea to operational reality requires a certain level of
documentation. At least, there should be a block diagram, a

Someone once said that the difference between craftsmanship and
engineering is documentation.

list of system components or a parts list, cable and wiring
lists, and a layout of the rack(s) and floor. Some cases may
require a technical operations manual that you can use to
describe system software, utilities and application software.
Supplementing this, of course, are user manuals provided
by equipment and software suppliers. Documentation is
absolutely necessary to support a capital appropriation re-
quest and to front-end design documents.

Figure 2 on page 60 lists the documentation process and
requirements for a successful project. It highlights all the
activities and work required to document a system build
from concept to operational reality. Most importantly, it
shows how documentation matures as a project reaches
completion. The project's zenith — its most desirable state
— is when it is complete and operational. At that point,
the documentation turns into a final release that matches
the final configuration and normal operational status of
the system. Lastly, notice that the documentation effort level
varies directly according to the size and complexity of a
project. It also increases as the project matures. Ideally,
project documentation is most valuable when it is carried
out in a seamless fashion from the initial idea through op-
erational reality almost without regard to the state of ma-
turity. Conducted properly, the documentation will sup-
port the next great idea when it becomes necessary to up-
grade, change or replace the system.

Defining the system
It's important to know where the proposed project fits in
the overall architecture of the business. Is the project a part of
a national, regional or state-wide network? Perhaps it is a
growth facility such as an editing suite or studio produc-
tion system. High-level block diagrams can offer perspective
and clarify where the proposed project fits in the overall
architecture. As an example, Figure 3 on page 60 is a high-
level block diagram showing the architecture of a DTV
total commitment

to broadcast

Different applications require different solutions. Most manufacturers’ limited awareness of this fact just creates problems. Calrec solves them.

Whatever your requirements, Calrec have a solution available right now.

Specialists in broadcast console design for over 30 years, Calrec provide all the broadcast features your programme needs, now and in the future.

Calrec's unique family of digital production consoles all share the same high level of resilience, all have hot-swappable cards and panels and all operate independently of the on-board PC.

In short, all Calrec consoles share the same comprehensive broadcast specifications essential for live to air production; it’s no wonder they have the finest reputation for quality and reliability.

Calrec, total commitment, total solution.

• Powerful, flexible feature set to meet all programme needs
• Embedded control system allowing for power-up and operation without the PC
• Automatic redundant DSP control processor and PSU systems
• Hot-swap cards and modules throughout ALL cards and panels are removable and insertable under power
• Full system reboot in less than 20 seconds

Calrec Digital Broadcast Console Users:
• Clear Channel
• CNBC
• KRRH Ch 2 Tulsa
• KNSD-TV Ch 39 San Diego
• KXAS-TV Ch 41 Dallas
• KXTV-TV Ch 39 Dallas
• Maryland Public Television
• NBC Olympics
• NBC Television Network
• NEP Supershooters Inc.
• Trio Video
• Universal Network
• WTVJ Ch 6 Florida
• WVTM-TV Ch 13 Birmingham
• WXYZ Ch 7 Detroit
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system. It illustrates key components and operational signal flow for all three stages in the signal chain: creation, distribution and delivery. The drawing also illustrates both intra- and inter-facility networks. If the proposed project is a content-creation system, for example, the high-level diagram can highlight that aspect of the architecture.

Figure 4 shows a simple block diagram of a proposed content-creation system. In this particular project, the system uses uncompressed SD and HD video and digital audio, offers digital recording and playback and can compress content for live transmission or feeds across a digital network where the cost of bandwidth is a constraining factor. This is the level of detail typically required to support a capital-appropriation request and to front-end design documents.

If the proposed system or project has not been defined previously, that's task number one. It's imperative to write out a description of the system, accompanied by block diagrams, an equipment list, and rack and floor layouts. Organizing a spreadsheet or database to house wiring lists and circuit IDs round out a documentation package that you can store electronically, print when necessary and easily maintain when changes occur. Documenting exactly what the system will do and the key things it will not do is critical to gaining acceptance by those using it to perform the intended functions.

**IT considerations**

When proposing to integrate IT into a broadcast or production facility, it's important to consider how the facility will transport the content. This includes...
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investigating topics such as transport modes and media, service providers, traffic levels and bandwidth requirements, and interfaces and standards.

**Transporting content**

Moving content around during the creation process and through distribution and delivery requires some type of vehicle. There are two ways to move content: physically on tapes, disk packs or on other portable media, or virtually through network connections. Content can move within the same facility (intra-facility) or between two or more facilities (inter-facility).

Intra-facility links are typically baseband wire, coax or fiber. Inter-facility links are usually provided by outside vendors, typically telcos, cable or other networking providers. An example of an inter-facility link is the typical STL. (See Figure 5.)

**Traffic levels and bandwidth requirements**

Content coming from the production process is typically digitized. Real-time transmission requires a minimum bitrate of 270Mb/s and can be as high as 1.485Gb/s. Carrying these kinds of signals between two points involves coax, twisted pair, fiber and combinations of various kinds of networks. Distributing and delivering it brings compression into the picture. Table 1 shows the range of bitrates required to carry content payloads in real time. Assuming a network capable of carrying these bitrates, the same transmission channel can be used to transfer files, or move content in non-real time.

**Interfaces and standards**

Interfaces between system elements are typically standardized. The most common interfaces are covered in SMPTE or AES/EBU standards. Compression is typically MPEG-1, MPEG-2 or MPEG-4. In the United States, ATSC and FCC standards also are applicable. Table 2 shows the characteristics, interfaces and payload bit rates found in DTV systems.

---

**Table 1. Displayed is the range of payload bit rates across the program content food chain.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of material</th>
<th>Content creation (Before compression)</th>
<th>Content distribution (After compression)</th>
<th>Content deliver (Before decompression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDTV</td>
<td>1.2 - 1.5Gb/s</td>
<td>20 - 150Mb/s</td>
<td>12 - 20Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDTV</td>
<td>270Mb/s</td>
<td>8 - 30Mb/s</td>
<td>4 - 10Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming video</td>
<td>270Mb/s or analog</td>
<td></td>
<td>360 Kb/s - 6Mb/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Listed above are the characteristics, interfaces and payload bit rates found in DTV systems.**

---

Fred Huffman is a systems engineer for the Torino Olympic Broadcast Organization. He is author of "Practical IP and Telecom for Broadcast Engineering and Operations," published by Focal Press.

Fred Huffman's book may be ordered directly from the publisher's Web site at [www.focalpress.com](http://www.focalpress.com).
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HDTV lenses, MTF and picture sharpness

By Larry Thorpe and Gordon Tubbs

Rightly or wrongly, manufacturers of broadcast studio cameras and lenses decided long ago to radically simplify published specifications. This has probably saved the sanity of many a chief engineer perusing competitive specification sheets. But it has also obscured intractable realities that lens and camera designers must still confront.

Manufacturers of modern television cameras traditionally offer a horizontal-resolution specification and, sometimes, a separate specification for vertical resolution (with little correlation between the two) to describe the lens' contribution to picture sharpness. This is a legacy of the "specmanship" long practiced by camera manufacturers. For example, HD camera manufacturers typically specify a depth of modulation at a reference spatial frequency of 800 TV lines per picture height (TVL/ph) or 27.5MHz (for the 1080-line system). Some manufacturers separately quote a horizontal limiting resolution — the highest horizontal spatial frequency at which the depth of modulation is at least 5 percent.

These published specification numbers are important in establishing a simple way to determine whether a given HD camera meets its resolution performance specification. But the numbers tell little about a camera's picture-sharpness performance. Long ago, engineers established that visual picture sharpness must be correlated with what is called the modulation transfer function of the lens-camera system.

**Modulation transfer function**

A typical multiburst resolution chart contains groups of vertical black-to-white "picket fence" bars and lines that challenge the spatial frequency response of lens-camera systems. Thick, widely-spaced bars represent low spatial frequencies, while thin, closely spaced lines represent high spatial frequencies. When aimed at such a resolution chart, a modern lens-camera system can easily reproduce the full contrast of the bars that represent low spatial frequencies of about 50TVL/ph. The resulting full-amplitude video signal level acts as the reference contrast level.

For the higher-frequency lines on the chart, the system reproduces lower contrast levels. When aimed at a multiburst chart that contains frequencies ranging from the 50TVL/ph reference all the way up to, say, 1000TVL/ph, the lens-camera system...
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HDTV lenses, MTF and picture sharpness

produces a corresponding video envelope on a waveform monitor. It is as if the lens-camera system is modulating the contrast level over this frequency range. A graph can represent this change in reproduced contrast vs. frequency with spatial frequency on the horizontal axis and contrast on the vertical axis. (When expressing spatial frequency, video engineers prefer TVL/PH; optical engineers prefer line-pairs per millimeter.) Such a graph represents a form of transfer function for the contrast modulation, and is, therefore, called the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the lens-camera system. (See Figure 1.)

Lens-camera MTF and picture sharpness

The MTF concept is one of the seminal works in the science of imaging. The most important result of that work was the revelation that visual picture sharpness for any system involving distant viewing (such as television or cinema) is proportional to the square of the area under the MTF curve. The implication is that the shape of the MTF curve over the useful passband of the camera is of vital importance to perceived picture sharpness. Indeed, it is much more important than the limiting-resolution specification.

Because the lens-camera system comprises two distinct components, the picture sharpness of any HD lens-camera system is ultimately determined by the shape of the lens’ MTF curve multiplied by the shape of the camera’s MTF curve. The shape of that composite MTF curve below 800TVL/PH — in the all-important range of 200TVL/PH to 600TVL/PH — is, in fact, the best objective way to determine the visual picture sharpness of a lens-camera system. Studio-lens designers must always consider this and include optical innovations that enhance the lens’
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1080- and 720-line HDTV cameras

HD lenses do not distinguish among different HDTV production standards. They are all high-definition lenses, so similar optical MTF criteria apply to all of them. Figure 3 shows the MTF curve of a typical 1920x1080 HDTV studio camera operating with a typical high-performance HD studio lens. Contemporary 1080-line HD lenses do not distinguish among different HDTV production standards. They are all high-definition lenses, so similar optical MTF criteria apply to all of them. Figure 3 shows the MTF curve of a typical 1920x1080 HDTV studio camera operating with a typical high-performance HD studio lens.

ability to reproduce contrast over this spatial frequency range. (See Figure 2.) Because MTF is all about spatial-frequency contrast levels, it is important to note that the lens' inherent optical contrast performance (the degree to which the lens can distinguish between different brightness levels and its ability to reproduce a true black with no light contamination) is inextricably bound up in the lens-camera system's overall picture-sharpness performance.

Figure 2. This MTF curve for a generic 1080-line HDTV lens-camera system emphasizes the importance of an HD lens design that optimizes the MTF over the critical 200- to 600TVL/ph range.

Figure 3. Here, the MTF characteristic of a typical 1080-line HD camera combined with a typical HD lens is measured at picture center. Generally, manufacturers only publish this specification at the reference 800TVL/ph spatial frequency.
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HDTV lenses,
MTF and picture sharpness

Figure 4. This graph shows the MTF characteristic of a 720/60p HD camera in combination with a typical HD lens measured at picture center. Generally, manufacturers only publish this specification at the reference 530TVL/ph spatial frequency. The attenuation in a 720/60p system is less severe than in 1080i systems because of the tradeoff of spatial resolution for enhanced temporal resolution. As Figure 4 shows, the lens' MTF is high across the horizontal passband of this HD system, which is why it typically achieves a 50 percent depth of modulation at the reference spatial frequency of 530TVL/ph (or 27.5MHz in the video domain). This is one reason why 720-line 60p systems exhibit good subjective picture sharpness.

Lens realities in the MTF domain

You can’t accurately establish the actual picture performance of an HD camera without including its associated HD lens. And, here, the technical plot thickens considerably. An HD camera’s resolution performance remains essentially constant all over the picture raster. It is irrevocably determined by the spatial sampling of the imager, the optical low-pass filter and the electronic filtering employed prior to the camera’s A/D converter. But the very nature of optical physics within the modern zoom-lens system dictates that its resolution performance is dynamic in three respects:

1. Optical design constraints, manufacturing tolerances and the complexities associated with the concatenation of multiple optical elements within the studio lens system produce an MTF behavior that cannot be constant over the picture raster. There is an inevitable falloff in MTF from the center of the frame out to the four corners of the frame.
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2. Operating the lens’ iris to control its aperture for different scene lighting conditions produces a variation in MTF. This is the result of fundamental optical physics associated with diffraction.

3. Most importantly, the alteration of the lens’ focal length during zoom operation further alters its MTF.

To manage these variables, lens designers must consider more than just the performance at the center of the lens. One approach is to consider several points on the image plane, including some on the periphery. For example, Figure 5 shows nine separate spatial reference points used by Canon’s lens designers within a 16:9 image plane. These points include the “picture center,” the “middle” (four points), and the “corner” (four points).

These points are used in conjunction with computer optimization programs to achieve the highest total MTF possible at all nine points on the image. But this task is complicated by the fact that the optimization must also seek the highest MTF when the lens iris is being operationally exercised to alter the lens system’s optical aperture. The task is further complicated if optimization also takes place when many of the optical elements are physically moved relative to each other while altering the lens focal length during a zoom operation. The sheer number of variables involved in such design optimization can be staggering large. Thus, only an optimum overall compromise is possible. It is testament to the sophistication of powerful modern computer-aided design techniques that some lenses achieve excellent spatial MTF (with special attention to the 200TVL/ph to 600TVL/ph region).

This dynamic nature of MTF is an inescapable technical reality for all lenses, regardless of manufacturer. Numerous constraints imposed by optical physics are in play here, and different lens manufacturers make their own proprietary design optimizations. Accordingly, there certainly are systemic differences in the necessary compromises made by each lens designer.

These differences are what broadcasters need to explore in any HDTV lens testing before making a purchase decision.

Putting it in perspective

Picture sharpness looms large in any assessment of HDTV performance, and the lens plays a major role in sharpness reproduction. It also predetermines the lens-camera contrast performance and plays a significant role in the system’s color reproduction. Designing an HD studio lens involves an extensive number of variables. But manufacturers have been successful in overcoming this and other formidable challenges to produce remarkably high-performance lenses.

Larry Thorpe is national marketing executive and Gordon Tubbs is assistant director of the Canon Broadcast & Communications Division.
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Pro-Bel’s Morpheus Velocity at Turner

BY JOHN MORGAN

Last year, Turner Entertainment Networks went live with technology that has significantly upgraded its ability to alter and manipulate the length and structure of commercial breaks during live sports events. In these events, exact timing is needed, and the duration of breaks is often not known until they are right upon the broadcaster.

The network’s live events group chose Pro-Bel’s Morpheus Velocity to meet the technical challenges presented by live events. The system has been used since last year on Turner Network Television (TNT), in connection with its NBA basketball and NHL hockey coverage.

Two years ago, Network Operations moved into a new, state-of-the-art facility. As part of that process, all of the operation’s on-air video servers were connected to a central archive called Broadcast Inventory Manager (BIM), powered by Pro-Bel’s MAPP asset management system. BIM consists of 22TB of fully redundant EMC CLARiiON arrays, two ASACA DVD libraries (for commercial and promotional backups) and two new StorageTek PowderHorn libraries. All commercials are centrally ingested and moved into BIM. Then, as on-air demands dictate, material is distributed from BIM.

In the deployment, Velocity is in essence the “thin client” application that sits on top of the Morpheus backbone. On the day of a live event, operators load a schedule into the software, which then queries the Morpheus database to see if any material required for air is missing. If any material is missing, requests are generated and issued to BIM, and the material is restored to the video servers from the CLARiiON arrays.

The system uses the same on-air schedule as the network’s other, more traditional playout applications. Live event operators simply trim the schedule to include only the time period for the event before it is loaded into the Velocity.

The application itself runs on a Windows 2000 platform and communicates with Pro-Bel ICON hardware using IP. The ICON hardware controls the server(s) using RS-422 VDCP. The actual PC running the application is controlled remotely.

Considering that Morpheus Velocity is a new hardware and software system, the installation went extremely well. Installation of all hardware, including signal connectivity to Turner Studios (where the production room is) was completed by the end of September 2003. An installation engineer was on-site in September to commission the hardware and PC. In early December 2003, the network began playing out material off-air to identify any remaining issues.

This technology not only allows for manipulation of the commercial/promotional material at production’s request (for the enhancement of the broadcast), but it also serves as a backup to the master control in the event of any problems.

The system allows operators to manipulate events within a commercial break seconds before it airs. Material can be moved using drag-and-drop functionality. Commercial breaks can be combined with a single keystroke or quickly split. Because changes within a live event happen unexpectedly and quickly, it is important to have an application that requires as few mouse clicks as possible. To this end, the new system provides many shortcuts to access commonly used functions.

This solution allows operators to plug into the network’s video servers and eliminates the need to manually ingest the commercial promotional material into separate sport servers. This ensures more efficiency and accuracy of inventory for the live broadcast because the material can be ingested once and air multiple times. In addition, equipment can be modernized from a JPEG to an MPEG format and a second channel is available as a backup.

Considering that Morpheus Velocity is a new hardware and software system, the installation went extremely well.

John Morgan is a project manager at Turner Entertainment Networks.

Turner Entertainment Networks uses Pro-Bel’s Morpheus Velocity automation system for easy manipulation of commercial breaks in live events.
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Playout automation

BY JOHN LUFF

In an age where computers are embedded in everything from cell phones to PDAs, to the dashboard of your car, the concept of computer control over the playout of TV or radio programming seems entirely logical. To an entire generation, it must be hard to imagine a time when computers did not have such ubiquitous control over disparate aspects of our lives. Though I was not born in that generation, I guess I had something to do with their genesis, as my youngest daughter has followed my path into broadcasting. Still, I can see how the concepts of workflow automation in broadcasting may appear a bit obtuse, even to the latest generation in our industry.

The concept of workflow is the key to understanding how automation can and often does affect playout of programming. In the simplest terms, automation systems replicate the actions humans would do without their assistance. They collate the information needed to assemble a daily log, review its contents to be sure everything is present, go looking for missing tapes or programs, flag numbers that don’t look right, make dub lists, and organize the purging of old content that is no longer needed. Automation rolls VTRs and servers, takes crosspoints on switchers, watches the clock and puts in the ID on the hour, keeps meticulous notes about what has happened, and puts the log in the out basket at the end of the shift. It does not figure out where bathroom breaks are but, short of that, an automation system is the computerized workflow equivalent of a human’s actions.

It is entirely logical that it should be this way. There are many possible reasons for automation. It can be used to reduce errors or to allow more complex facilities to be controlled by fewer people (although not by zero people — yet). Or broadcasters might implement automation to assure the closed loop of communications between traffic, air operations and back to traffic, as well as deal with a host of housekeeping details. A good automation system provides such thorough workflow automation that a human can intuitively understand the process the automation is using to find, cue, roll and log segments and interstitials. It doesn’t exactly take a genius to recognize the obvious. Any good software that replaces repetitive tasks by human workers must in fact replicate at least the effect of the workflow that humans use naturally in the workplace. The first steps might be to define the task and gather the information needed to accomplish the task. Then the system might organize the work logically, perform the task by acting on outside devices and report the results for accounting and billing. I think a college professor might have told me something like that if I had really been listening in my Fortran class.

So, broadcast automation at the core is a pretty understandable process of duplication of human action. What is different about automation today is that the amount of information that must be presented to an operator is nothing less than staggering. They must know the workflow in a broadcast station and what can go wrong and how to get out of a jam. In short, they need to know the workflow of a software development company and the workflow of their clients.

Today, playout automation increasingly interacts with other computers as sources of content, including scheduling, PSIP generators, DTV muxes and control systems, as well as switchers and other devices with rich control sets. Take, for instance, the automation of a "branding engine," a new term often mistaken for new-era master control switchers. Branding engines have crosspoints that require take commands, but they also contain rich display sets for background graphics, overlay pages, and audio and video clip files for logos and other content. Automation must gather the data from traffic, parse it correctly to figure out what commands are necessary to load and run the right elements, and then parse it again into the language of the interface to the branding engine. As these elements get more complex, the lingua franca is not static but,
instead, becomes a family of languages needed to talk to similar devices from disparate manufacturers.

Out of this arises a need to have a rich language that can be used to define an API that all character generators, for instance, would understand from the outside. Indeed, a language is needed that all automation systems might use as the basis of simplifying the job of the many code writers from many companies involved. A consortium of manufacturers, including Pinnacle and others, is exploring MOS as the structure for standardizing the API. MOS is XML-based and well-defined. As such, the code can be human-readable, at least on one side of the interface, though the driver inside the controlled device is still a bit of a mystery. At least they theoretically need to write only one MOS driver to talk to a large number of automation systems.

As systems continue to grow more complex, it seems inevitable that items like archive, media asset management and WAN architectures will become a standard part of broadcast systems. The development of standard interfaces between automation and other devices will make it much easier to interface software modules for these systems into one holistic facility automation system. This holds the promise of reducing the complexity of large implementations and facilitating much more complex small installations in the future. Today, the cost of many software packages integrated together explodes when you take integration and labor into account.

It is worth noting that we may be seeing movement away from RS-422 as the de facto interface between automation and controlled devices. IP communication has become so simple and cheap that it is practical to implement as a standard control on many devices. Certainly, it is simpler for a computer to spit out all the commands on one port via Ethernet. The ability to extend IP communications over WAN circuits is appealing for distributed environments like centralized broadcast operations. Servers, branding, character generators, clip players and, indeed, nearly all devices have embedded processors that facilitate communication via TCP/IP.

Finally, the ability to write complex graphical user interfaces using standardized tools is a tremendous boon to automation companies. For instance, it can allow users to customize the display for individual tastes, or spread the interface across two monitors, using tools that come with graphics cards and software embedded in operating systems. Viva simplicity! It gives us all more time to concentrate on the core issue of workflow.

John Luff is senior vice president of business development at AZCAR.

---
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954-788-3334; www.crystalvision.tv

**PORTABLE EDITING SOFTWARE**

Avid Xpress Pro HD: Supports Panasonic DVCPRO HD acquisition and editing, Avid DNxHD editing and rendering, and real-time multicamera functionality; features DV50 capture and output over IEEE-1394, 24p and video effects output over IEEE-1394.  
978-640-6789; www.avid.com
**WINDOWS MEDIA EXPORT COMPONENT FOR APPLE’S MAC OS X**

Telestream Flip4Mac: Provides encoding in Microsoft Windows Media 9 Series SD and HD on the Macintosh; select the Windows Media 9 codec from a list of available formats in the export function of QuickTime-based applications; versions include standard and Pro/HD. 530-470-1300; [www.telestream.net](http://www.telestream.net)

**MPEG DATA ANALYSIS MODULE**

Videotek SQM-355: Accepts and analyzes a single MPEG stream for compliance to Technical Report ETR 101-290; reports bit-rate values per program, PID and transport stream total/used/available to SQM monitoring and control software; serves as the checkpoint of any facility’s operations center; detects signal path errors and reduces monitoring costs. 800-800-5719; [www.videotek.com](http://www.videotek.com)

**MPEG OVER IP TEST AND MONITORING**

Pixelmetrix DVStation-IP Portable: Supports 10-, 100- and 1000Mb/s Ethernet; once connected to an IP network, the device can be set to sniff out video traffic on any set of IP address pairs, extract the MPEG-2 transport stream and perform extensive MPEG-2 verification. 954-472-5445; [www.pixeimetrix.com](http://www.pixeimetrix.com)

---

**VidTrans + SMPTE = January, 2005**

SMPTE and VSF have joined forces to deliver a dynamic, top-notch, and combined conference sure to give attendees information on the latest advances in Motion Imaging and Video Transport Services, and highlight the ever-broadening connectivity between the two. Can you afford not to come?

For more information [www.smpte.org/conferences](http://www.smpte.org/conferences)  
January 31 to February 2, 2005  
Crowne Plaza Ravenia, Atlanta
BROADCAST VIDEO
OVER IP

ACT-L3 VIDEO TRANSPORT

Call or visit today! • www.streambox.com • sales@streambox.com • 206/956-0544 x222

The HD Maestro™
Real-time, PC-based
High-resolution (1080i) HD MPEG Encoding Workstation

- Input HD-SDI, output DVB-ASI
- Based on the LSI Logic DoMiNo™ chipset
- Perfect for post production HD content distribution
- PC platform provides flexibility and connectivity
- For more information on the HD Maestro or any DVEO products, call 858 613-1818. Or visit www.dveo.com

TALLY MAPPER™
- Tally Routing & Mapping
- One Button Operation
- Store Maps Internally
- Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution, Ideal for Mobile Units and Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframe™
Control System Solutions
Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Help Wanted

ENGINEERING MANAGER - WABC-TV is looking for an individual with a solid technical background to assist in the design, operation, and maintenance of server-based digital video and audio systems, graphics and editing systems, and their associated IT infrastructure.

The successful candidate will need to have several years experience providing Engineering and IT support to broadcast News and Master Control, On-Air operations at a major market television station. This position includes managerial responsibilities as well as the need to understand complex digital video, digital audio, and LAN systems, with a proven ability to diagnose and rectify problems quickly. Excellent communication skills are essential to understand users' requirements and provide new training on systems, project management experience, an Engineering degree, and experience working with labor contracts in a represented facility. This open position is for late afternoon / evening hours.

Please send your resume to: Bill Beam, Director of Engineer, 7 Lincoln square New York, NY 10023. No telephone calls, faxes, or emails please. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

For Advertising Information Contact:
Jennifer Shafer
913.967.1732

Are your engineers Certified?

SBE Certification
The Industry Benchmark
www.sbe.org • (317) 846-9000

For Advertising Information Contact:
Jennifer Shafer
913.967.1732
Help Wanted

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

EL Series
UHF Antenna

The EL Series UHF Transmitting Antenna for either DTV or NTSC applications

Help Wanted

CHIEF ENGINEER (Boston, MA) - WERS-FM and Emerson College seek a highly motivated Chief Engineer for WERS' FM station, WECB (a carrier current FM station), and the College's Academic Audio Program. The successful candidate must possess a minimum of five years of experience as a chief engineer or equivalent in a mid-size or large broadcast market, including department management experience; strong FM transmitter and studio equipment repair experience (at component level); current knowledge of FCC Rules and Regulations and familiarity with state-of-the-art audio systems and equipment. This position has a first response requirement for emergencies on a 24/7 basis and includes "Engineer In Charge" status, when required, for broadcast or production events. This individual supervises an assistant engineer and contract help, works closely with WERS Management and audio faculty, and reports to the College's Director of Engineering. Candidates must possess a high level of experience with Mac and PC systems, Audio/Business/Editing/Remote Control and other software, interfaces and connected audio devices. Other maintenance experience required includes: Avid Editing, Pro-Tools and Cool Edit and analog/digital audio equipment.

To apply, please send resume and cover letter to: Matthew Scher, TV, Radio and Film Dept, 120 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116, Email: matthew_scher@emerson.edu. Emerson College is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer focused on workforce diversity.

DIRECTOR OF NEWS OPERATIONS

WPVI-TV seeks a manager to oversee our news photography, engineering and editing units. The ideal candidate is a seasoned television news manager with the ability to balance daily editorial and engineering needs in an aggressive, highly competitive newsroom. The job includes scheduling, procurement and making sure our equipment is always ready to roll. Send resume & cover letter (no calls/faxes) Cathy Simonds, News Business Manager, WPVI-TV, 4100 City Ave., Suite 800, Philadelphia, PA 19131 EOE

Randstad North America, in partnership with Discovery Communications Inc., has excellent opportunities for you to join one of the most highly recognizable television networks at their brand-new multi-channel origination center.

Television System Engineers/
Digital Television Engineers
Northern Virginia/Washington, DC Metro Area

You'll provide hands-on maintenance for all broadcast television equipment and apply your thorough understanding of digital test equipment and experience with video servers and broadcast automation systems in a master-control environment. Excellent written/verbal communication skills are essential. Weekend and/or shift work may be required as this is a 24/7 operation.

Interested? Submit your resume and cover letter to: Randstad North America/Discovery Communications, Attn: Nicole Collins, 8945 Kennett Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910. E-mail: Nicole_Collins-cw@Discovery.com. Fax: 240-662-1443. EOE

Randstad work solutions™
Help Wanted

KCPQ/KTWB-TV - A Tribune Station
Department: Engineering
Position: Assistant Chief Engineer

KCPQ/KTWB-TV, Tribune Broadcasting's Seattle regional operating center seeks Assistant Chief Engineer. ACE is responsible for management of all on air operation for multiple stations, and for maintenance of all broadcast equipment comprising the regional operating center.

A Bachelors degree in broadcast technology or equivalent experience preferred. Requires minimum 10 years experience in broadcast engineering and strong knowledge & experience with HDTV technology/MPEG digital video, satellite and microwave delivery systems, & non-linear editing. Prefer prior experience with Louth. Requires experience with live news broadcasts and remotes. Candidate must be knowledgeable of FCC compliance requirements and possess excellent communication skills. Strong managerial skills necessary.

No phone calls please. EOE.

Please submit resume' to: Recruiter, KCPQ/KTWB-TV, 1813 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle, WA98109, Fax: 206-674-1344.

---

Help Wanted

WGBO/Univision 66 Chicago is looking for a self-starter "hands on" television Chief Engineer with a minimum of 5 years experience as a Chief or Assistant Chief Engineer. Candidate must have a good track record as a proven project manager, staff developer and administrator. Experience in all areas of television broadcast maintenance, including UHF transmitters, ENG systems, studio equipment and FCC Rules & Regulations is required. The Chief Engineer will assist in preparation and administration of capital and operating budgets and be responsible for equipment purchases and installations. Candidate will act as liaison between engineering and all other departments, including growing news, production and creative Services departments, for daily operations, major events and special projects. Candidate must have excellent managerial, organizational, communications and interpersonal skills. College degree or equivalent industry training as well as computer literacy required. Send resume and cover letter to: WGBO Univision 541 North Fairbanks Court, Suite 1100; Chicago, IL 60611; Fax: (312) 467-5821 or E-mail: avelazquez@univision.net.

UNIVISION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

---

For Sale

Which SONY DVCAM RECORDER do I really need?

Eliminates the mystery...

WEST COAST LEADER IN BROADCAST AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION PACKAGES

Authorized Professional Reseller

818.840.1351
www.studio-exchange.com

816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

---

AcousticsFirst

Full product line for sound control and noise elimination.

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
Not all of us are adult enough

BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Reality TV is about something other than just reality. Once you’ve made people squirming bugs or jump between airplanes, and stripped them of all human decency and degraded them before a national audience, what else can you do to shock viewers? Obviously, the FCC has made it clear that it will impose record fines to make sure the airwaves remain squeaky clean. So anything truly outrageous will have to appear on cable. What do you think it will be? With Howard Stern off to satellite radio, anything visual on the cable system is going to be really bad. (And why isn’t the content from a satellite system subject to FCC perusal? Do they use a different kind of RF that we don’t know about?)

The end of Puritanism (which the rest of the world thinks is the motto of the United States) perhaps came with the airing of shows like “The Graham Norton Show,” “Coupling” and “British Men Behaving Badly” on BBC America. These shows are direct and in your face about sex, but somehow they come across differently than the lewd programming of a character like Benny Hill. And nudity is hardly something new on European TV. In the 1970s, Italian video pirates started a national addiction to the female anatomy.

The network that broadcast many shows of recent ilk, like “The Graham Norton Show,” is Britain’s Channel 4. It seems to have a let’s-see-how-far-we-can-take-it attitude, and it has fired the first shots in a downhill slope toward voyeurism, with a little “shock and awe” thrown in for ratings.

The program that really got viewers to the phones was when Channel 4 broadcast an autopsy — live. It was the first time since 1832 that the British had seen a public autopsy. Conducted by German professor Dr. Gunther von Hagens, it was a well-shot, well-lit show, with taste certainly in the eye of the individual viewer.

Death was also the subject of a documentary, “Beyond Love,” in which the heroine had a fetish for corpses.

The documentary “Animal Passions” was about a man who made love to his pony; the act wasn’t depicted, but it was described in its minutiae.

Things got a little sicker (from my point of view, at least) when Channel 4 broadcast a show called “Sex Inspectors.” On the show, couples making love (live) were observed by sex experts who gave advice and recommended different sex toys to help improve the couples’ orgasms.

Recently, the channel has created a bit of a stir by advertising on its Web site for a terminally ill volunteer who will subject his or her body to a two-month experiment. The show will exploit the manner in which the human body deteriorates — all in front of the camera, of course.

This macabre proposal, just for reality TV, does have a real counterpoint. The University of Tennessee runs a facility that examines the deterioration of corpses under various circumstances. Directed by a forensic anthropologist, Dr. William Bass, and known locally as the “body farm,” it serves to find the solution of many otherwise inexplicable deaths.

But this is a little different from Channel 4’s proposal to make the natural process public. Is this any worse than when Channel 4 showed a man eating a dead baby’s flesh?

These are just some of the wonderful pieces of programming that are coming your way. Just as derivatives have sprung up around “reveal” programs like “Changing Rooms” (with the U.S. version known as “Trading Spaces”), there are certain to be even stranger versions of these questionable Channel 4 productions. These types of programs seem to be good for both viewer numbers and attracting advertisers.

I’ve never quite gotten into the habit of using adult language or shopping at adult stores, so I guess I have a bit of growing up to do. And, beyond all the strange output from the UK, I have even bigger problems with Comedy Central’s first animated reality show, “Drawn Together,” which I find even more real than reality itself — if that’s possible.

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant based on the West Coast.

Send questions and comments to: paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com

ATTENTION READERS!

Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering’s exciting, new online newsletter

BEYOND THE HEADLINES

at www.broadcastengineering.com
HDTV is here and Evertz is more than ready to provide an industry-proven, complete solution for your facility and mobile truck needs. Bring your HDTV plans to reality by contacting your Evertz representative.

Evertz is the leader in HDTV!
X75™ HD
Up/Down/Cross Converter, Synchronizer...and More

Synchronization
Processing Amplifiers
Up/Down/Cross Conversion
Aspect Ratio Conversion
Metadata Transparency
Noise Reduction
Logos

Production/Editing News Broadcast Mobile Satellite

Standard Definition
Embedded Audio
Fiber Interface
Analog
Web Server
NTSC/PAL-M/PAL/SECAM
Dolby®/AC-3 de-compression

High Definition
Multi-Channel Audio
AES/EBU
Digital
DVI-D and DV
Streaming
1080i/720p

Up/Down/Cross Conversion with Synchronization
Starts With extra Processing Power

The X75 HD expands video processing to include "anything in" to "everything out" and simultaneous up and down conversions. Aspect ratio conversion, 3D adaptive decoding, TBC, SD/HD logos and noise reduction are all part of the vast array of X75 video capabilities.

For surround sound applications, 16 channels of audio processing with embedded SD/HD, analog and digital interfaces are provided. Integrated Dolby® decompression and voice-over brings even more functionality.

• Less equipment required for your SDTV and HDTV video processing applications
• Multiple paths of processing for video and audio
• IP-enabled for control, monitoring and streaming including SNMP

Master Your Move to HD with the X75 HD
www.leitch.com/X75

X75 HD
King of Processors

SHIPPING NOW!

www.leitch.com